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This study aims at 1) determining whether 3-month Euro-dollar fixtures (EOT) and 3-
montli Treasury Bills futures (TBF) contracts are good cross-hedging instruments for 91-
day Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills (HKEFB) and 2) estimating and con^aring their 
hedging performance. Out-of-sairq)le forecasts on the ex-ante hedging effectiveness of a 
dynamic hedging model -- the bivariate ARCH(1) model -- is con^ared with two constant 
hedging models ~ the conventional model and the ECM - over weekly, biweekly and 
monthly investment horizon. It is discovered that both futures contracts are effective in 
reducing the dollar variance of HKEFB，with EDF contract having higher hedging 
performance in weekly and biweekly investment horizon. Hedging effectiveness and 
hedge ratio estimates increase as investment horizon increase. In-sanq)le analysis shows 
that the sophisticated dynamic bivariate ARCH(1) model is statistically more significant in 
describing the relationship between the Bills and the two fixtures contracts than the simpler 
static ECM and conventional model. But out-of-sanq)le forecasts show that hedging 
decisions under the former are inferior to the latter. Since the extent of hedging 
effectiveness of the two overseas fixtures contracts is not as great as it is e j ec ted under 
the linked exchange rate ssystem, to cope with the need of hedging activities, it is 
suggested that the territory develop its own publicly traded derivative instruments which 
are sensitive to the domestic interest rate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1983, Hong Kong established a linked exchange rate system in which the Hong 
Kong Monetary Authority1 (HKMA) is willing at any time to buy or sell its Certificate of 
Indebtedness (CI), which is held as the cover for the issue of Hong Kong dollar notes， 
with the note-issuing banks at an official fixed rate equal to HK$ 7.8 per US dollar. 
Unlike the fixed exchange rate system, this linked exchange rate system allows the spot 
exchange rate (HK dollar to US dollar) to float freely. Arbitrage between markets will 
force the spot exchange rate to stabilize around the official rate. For exanq)le, if the spot 
exchange rate is HK$ 8 / US$，note-issuing banks can exchange their CI into the US dollar 
with the Hong Kong Monetary Authority at the official rate HK$ 7.8 / US$. In turn, they 
can earn risk free profit HK$ 0.2 / US$ by selling their US dollar back into the spot 
market. This activity will increase the buying pressure of the HK dollar and selling 
pressure of the US dollar. Consequently, the spot rate will decrease and move towards 
the official rate. 
Theoretically, Hong Kong interest rate should move closely with the US interest 
rate under the linked exchange rate system2. If local and the US interest rate are equal and 
interest earnings on the Hong Kong dollar deposit lie above that of the US dollar, note-
issuing banks will convert their US dollar into the Hong Kong dollar in order to invest 
1 The Hong Kong Monetary Authority is a governmental division which is responsible for maintaining 
stability of the domestic dollar against the US dollar 
2 If the inflation rate in Hong Kong and the US are equal, the two interest rate will be the same. 
Difference of inflation rate between the two economies causes the two interest rate convergent to two 
distinct values, but Hong Kong interest rate still moves closely with the US interest rate. 
2 
them and get higher interest earnings. Under the linked exchange rate system, increase in 
11 3 
the supply of the US dollar increases the supply of the Hong Kong dollar proportionally . 
This causes interest rate on the Hong Kong dollar deposit to fall down and narrow the 
interest rate gap between the two currencies until they are equal. 
Exchange Fund Bills (HKEFB), the sole short-term interest rate sensitive securities 
of the Hong Kong government, are the benchmark of Hong Kong short term interest rate. 
Because the debt market is still at its developing stage, Hong Kong lacks publicly traded 
interest rate derivative instrument. As mentioned above, under the linked exchange rate 
system, the domestic interest rate is expected to move closely with the US interest rate. 
As a result, hedgers can rely on overseas US-interest-rate-sensitive derivative instruments 
to hedge their positions in HKEFB. Euro-dollar fixtures and US Treasury Bill futures 
contracts are the two major derivative instruments that are commonly used by 
practitioners in hedging the domestic Bills. 
This study aims at determining whether the two fiitures contracts are effective in 
reducing the dollar variances of the domestic Bills and estimating their magnitude of 
hedging performance and hedging superiority. This study adopts three different hedging 
models -- the conventional model, the error correction model (ECM) and the bivariate 
ARCH(1) model — to construct hedging decisions over weekly, biweekly and monthly 
investment horizon. There are two reasons for selecting these three models to construct 
3 The note-issuing bank can increase the supply of the Hong Kong dollar only if they have equivalent US 
dollar as the collateral for the issuance of the additional Hong Kong dollar. 
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hedging decisions instead of just singly using any one of them. Firstly, they are the crucial 
methods adopted by classical and current literature in estimating optimal hedge ratios. 
Secondly, each of the hedging model has its own merits and weakness. Apart from 
theoretical judgment, con^arisons of these three models provide enqjirical tests on the 
practical superiority of these models on constructing hedging decisions. This results in 
in^roving our understanding on their trade-off and thus enhancing our investing 
management ability. 
This study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to the 
issue of hedging. Chapter 3 gives a brief description on the financial instruments involved 
in this paper. Chapter 4 outlines the research methodology. Chapter 5 conducts a brief 
statistical analysis on the data sets involved in this study. Chapter 6 summarizes the 
err^irical results and Chapter 7 gives a conclusion on the whole err^irical analysis. 
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2； LITERATURE REVIEW 
2 .1 TRADITIONAL AND WORKING'S HEDGING THEORY 
Traditional hedging theory ert^)hasizes risk avoidance. Since spot and fixtures 
prices generally move together, hedgers should take positions in the futures markets which 
are equal in magnitude but opposite in relation to their position in the spot market. 
Therefore, traditional theory argues that hedgers should always be conq)letely hedged. 
Working (1953) challenged the motivation of hedgers as pure risk minimizers and 
emphasizes expected profit maximization. Working believed that hedges are placed if the 
hedgers forecast that the closing basis represents an attractive profit opportunity 
compared to the opening basis. Hence, hedgers should be completely hedged or 
unhedged, depending on the size of basis difference between the initiation and lifting of the 
hedges. 
2 . 2 PORTFOLIO THEORY AND HEDGING 
Johnson (1960) and Stein (1961) applied basic portfolio theory in hedging to 
explain why hedgers hold both hedged and unhedged financial commodities. If holding of 
the spot commodity is fixed, minimum variance hedge ratio (MVHR) is equal to the 
subjective covariance between spot and fiitures price change divided by the subjective 
variance of the fixtures price change. By defining hedging effectiveness as the percentage 
5 
reduction in the return variance of hedged positions compared to the unhedged positions, 
hedging effectiveness is equal to the coefficient of determination between spot and futures 
price change. 
Ederington (1979) utilized Johnson-and-Stein approach en^irically in estimating 
the hedging effectiveness of T-bill and GNMA futures markets. Ederington showed that 
GNMA futures market appears to be a more effective instrument for risk avoidance in 
GNMA's spot market thaajkat of T-bill fixtures market in T-bill spot market, particularly 
m, 
for short-term hedges. Both GNMA and T-Bill futures markets have higher hedging 
effectiveness over long period than over short period. 
The inq)ortance ofMVHR is further strengthened by the work ofBenninga, Eldor 
and Zilcha (1984). They argued that hedge ratio determined by Johnson-Stein-Ederington 
approach is not optimal but it rather minimizes the variance of portfolio return. Ifhedgers 
have quadratic utility fimctions (utility fimctions that are cortq)letely described by its first 
and second moment) and the fiitures markets are unbiased, MVHR is also an optimal 
hedge ratio. This optimality holds irrespective of the hedger's utility fiinctional form or 
their degree of risk aversion. The reason is that if futures markets are unbiased, expected 
return on holding futures is zero. As a result, hedgers' expected wealth or return is not 
affected by their hedge position. However, MVHR can minimize risk exposure; therefore, 
the hedge is optimal. 
: . . : : : . : : . . . . . . : | : ” : , : : ; . . . . . . , � - . . 6 
2 . 3 SELECTION OF PROPER STATISTICAL ESTIMATION MODEL 
Although Johnson-Stein-Ederingtoii approach in making hedging decision is 
favorably accepted, there is a general disagreement on the best procedure to estimate 
MVHR. Using the same data set as those in Dale (1981), Hill and Schneeweis (1981) 
found that MVHR and the hedging effectiveness obtained from the two studies differ 
significantly. The basis for the difference is that Dale used spot and futures price level 
data while Hill and Schneeweis used price difference data. They argue that theoretically 
the objective of hedging with futures market is to reduce a furm's exposure to price change 
risk. Therefore, an eir^irical analysis that examines level data leads to mis-specified hedge 
ratios and hedging effectiveness. 
Park and Bera (1987) compared the validity of the conventional OLS regression 
model with the ARCH model and the Box-Cox transformation model in hedging GNMA 
market against its own futures market and T-bill fixtures market respectively. They found 
that hedging effectiveness of both fixtures market is markedly inqjroved through the 
ARCH model. The Box-Cox transformation models reveal the existence of significant 
non-linearity between spot and the two futures price respectively, rejecting the 
appropriateness of the traditional linear OLS regression in estimating optimal hedge ratios. 
Witt, Schroeder and Hayenga (1987) compared three procedures -- price level 
regression, price change regression and percentage change regression -- in estimating 
MVHR of cross-kedging relationship between 1) barley spot and corn fixtures market and 
_ ‘ : _ 義 ] : 、 . : : . . . ： \ 、 . ’ . ’ . , 
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2) sorghum spot and corn futures market. The results show that MVHRs estimated from 
price change models are not necessarily statistically superior to other model as suggested 
by Dale (1981). Theoretically, they proposed that the proper hedge ratio estimation 
techniques depend upon the objective function of the hedgers and the types of hedge being 
considered. For anticipatory hedges and highly risk averse hedgers, the price-level model 
is preferred. On dealing with a carrying-charge hedge for a storable commodity, the price 
difference model should be adopted. If the relationship between spot and futures price 
change is log-linear, the percentage change model should be used. 
In the presence of cointegration, Gkosh (1993) argued that the best estimation 
procedure is to incorporate long-run equilibrium relationship and short-run dynamics in 
estimating MVHR. He showed that error correction model (ECM) gives higher estimates 
of MVHR and hedging performance than that from traditional price change regression 
model. Comparing out-of-sanq)le forecasts from both models, he also concluded that, 
based on root mean squared error criterion, the ECM is better than the traditional OLS for 
estimating optimal hedge ratios. 
2 . 4 STATIONARITY OF OPTIMAL HEDGE RATIO 
One major problem for using single OLS regression models over long period of 
time is the underlying assumption that the regression slope coefficient (MVHR) is stable 
over the whole sarr^le period. Violation of this restriction leads to significant bias in the 
8 
estimation of MVHR and the measurement of hedging effectiveness. Grammatikos & 
Saunders (1983) studied the stability of hedge ratios of five foreign exchange markets 
through 1) overlapping regression procedure, 2) Gujarati's test and 3) random coefficients 
model. The German mark and the Canadian dollar show considerably stable hedge ratios 
over the period studied. On the other hand, hedge ratios of the British pound and the 
Japanese yen increase significantly over time, in^lying the instability of hedge ratios in 
these two currency markets. 
Malliaris & Urmtia (1991) further explored the non-stationarity of hedge ratios 
and the measurement of hedging effectiveness on stock and foreign exchange markets 
through Dickey & Fuller test as well as variance ratio test. The en^irical results confirm 
that hedge ratios and hedging effectiveness follow a random walk. Hence, they concluded 
that hedgers cannot consistently place constant hedges and need to continuously readjust 
their hedges. 
2 . 5 TIME-VARYING HEDGING MODELS 
Since mean return and return covariance matrix of 20-year Treasury bond spot and 
futures market vary significantly, using constant hedge ratio model may not be 
appropriate. Cechetti, Cumby and Figlewski (1986) applied the univariate Autoregressive 
Conditional Heteroskedastictiy (ARCH) method to model hedging decisions in Treasury 
bond spot and futures market. If the conditional correlation between spot and futures 
9 
price is constant, under the approach of maximizing hedgers，ejected logarithmic utility, 
time varying optimal hedge ratios are estimated. They found substantial fluctuation in the 
time path of optimal hedge ratios，first highlighting the in^portance of dynamic hedging 
estimation. 
Baillie and Myers (1991) extended the methodology in Cecchetti, Cumby & 
Figlewski by applying bivariate Generalized Autoregressive Conditional 
Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model and releasing the assumption of constant conditional 
correlation between spot and futures price. The bivariate GARCH(1,1) model can 
incorporate the leptokurtic property usually found in many unconditional commodity 
distributions. They proved that the time-varying optimal hedge ratio is equal to the 
conditional covariance between spot and futures price change divided by the conditional 
variance of fixture price change. In-san^le results indicate that the GARCH model has the 
highest hedging performance among the six commodity markets they studied, but the 
extent of hedging performance differs markedly by commodity. Out-of-san^le forecasts 
also indicate that hedging performance of the GARCH model is greater than that of the 
constant hedge models for almost every commodity. 
Myers (1991) con^pared traditional constant regression model with two alternative 
conditional models ~ 1) the moving sample variances and covariances model and 2) the 
GARCH(1,1) model ~ in estimating time-varying optimal hedge ratios on spot and futures 
wheat price. It is found, from in-sanq)le to out-of-sample analysis, that the GARCH(1,1) 
I 
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model and the constant hedge regression model provide superior hedging performance 
than the moving sanqjle variances and covariances model. However, the GARCH(1?1) 
model performs only marginally better than the single constant hedge regression model. 
This in^lies that constant optimal hedge ratios estimated from traditional OLS regression 
approach may be an adequate approximation in the hedging application of wheat market. 
Kroner and Sultan (1993) extended Bailie & Myer's methodology by incorporating 
transaction cost into the time-varying hedging model. They compared hedging 
performance of 1) the traditional price change regression model, 2) the ECM model and 3) 
the bivariate GARCH(1,1) ECM on modeling hedging decisions of five foreign exchange 
markets. Botk in-sample and out-of-sample results indicated that time-varying hedging 
strategy has higher hedging performance than other constant hedge strategies. In reality, 
hedgers have to incur transaction cost on rebalancing the portfolios. Therefore, the 
benefit of time varying hedging strategy will not be correctly estimated if transaction costs 
are ignored. After incorporating transaction costs, they found that time-varying hedging 
strategy is still superior to the conventional constant-hedge strategy. 
Gagnon & Lypny (1995) further developed Kroner Sc Sultan's time-varying 
hedging methodology by incorporating asymmetric shocks into Canadian bankers' 
acceptances spot and fixtures market through Glosten, Jaganathan and Rimkle (GJR) 
GARCH(1,1) model. Comparison of the dynamic hedging model with the traditional 
static OLS model and ECM, from both in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts, shows that 
i 
11 
dyttamic hedging strategy has higher hedging performance even taking transaction costs 
into account. 
Table 1 summarizes the contributions and weaknesses of the influential literature 
related to this study. 
“ ^ \ . . 、 ： _ • . , . 
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3. MARKETS AND INSTRUMENTS 
3 . 1 EXCHANGE FUND BILLS 
3.1.1 Rationale 
Owing to the loss of confidence triggered by the transfer of sovereignty, Hong 
Kong government pegged the Hong Kong dollar with the US dollar to stabilize the 
domestic monetary system in 1983. In order to maintain the linked exchange rate system, 
the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) occasionally intervenes the domestic 
interest rate market. One of the effective ways for the HKMA to influence domestic 
interest rate is through open market operations. However, there were no official money 
market instruments or debt securities available for use because the Government had 
traditionally run a fiscal surplus. To further strengthening the ability of maintaining 
exchange rate stability, the HKMA introduced a Exchange Fund Bills (EFB) programme 
in March 1990 and then a Exchange Fund Notes (EFN) programme in May 1993. These 
programmes not merely provide the banking system with highly liquid as well as high 
credit standing assets but also offer the HKMA an additional instrument to conduct open 
market operations. Since exchange rate movements are more sensitive to short rather than 
long term interest rates and money market trading is most active up to 3-month maturity, 
EFB was initially issued with 91-day maturity. To deepen and broaden the Hong Kong 
debt markets4, the HKMA extends the benchmark of domestic yield curve by issuing 
Exchange Fund paper of increasingly longer maturities. 
4 Hong Kong debt market is still at its development stage. While the stock market (with capitalization 
twice than that of GDP) and banking sector (with assets around 7 times than that of GDP) are among the 
top in the world in terms of size, the debt market is relatively small, at only about 20% of GDP. One of 
i 
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The use of EFB for conducting money market operation is an in^rovement over 
lending to or borrowing from banks. Firstly, holding of EFB can avoid HKMA carrying 
credit risk but lending to banks may encounter this risk. Secondly, it is cheaper than 
borrowing from banks given the high quality (higher credit rating) and liquidity of the 
EFB. 
3.1.2 Status and deployment of funds 
The Bills are issued by the Hong Kong government for the Exchange Fund and 
represent the senior, unsecured obligations of the government. Since the programme was 
not designed for the purpose of financing fiscal deficits as Hong Kong has always enjoyed 
fiscal surplus, the bills are issued for the account of the Exchange Fund rather than general 
revenue and thus are called Exchange Fund Bills" rather than ‘Treasury Bills". Since the 
objective of the programme is not to raise funds, the funds obtained from selling EFB are 
placed back into the market to restore the drain on liquidity. However, the HKMA has 
the right to place out only part of the funds obtained so as to tighten the markets. 
3.13 Form of Bills 
There are three types of EFB : 91-day, 182-day and 364-day respectively. The 
Bills are issued on a discount basis. 91-days bills are issued weekly whereas 182-days and 
the major reasons for slower development of the domestic debt market is due to the lack of a benchmark 
against which bond offerings can price under the linked exchange rate system. 
( 
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364-days are issued in every two weeks and four weeks (details see table 2). EFB are 
issued in paperless form for simplifying administrative procedures and minimizing cost. 
The minimum denomination of the Bills is HK$ 500,000. 
3.1.4 Pricing of the Bills 
For primary market, each subscription of the Bills must state the yield bid (Y) and 
the face amount it tenders for (F). The amount of payment (P) to be effected on 
settlement day will be calculated on the basis of the actual number of days to maturity (D) 
using the following formula 
P = F / ( 1 + D/365 x Y/100). (*) 
The same formulae can be applied to the secondary market in calculating the Bills 
price by replacing yield bid (Y) with its quoted yield and the actual number of days to 
maturity (D) with its remaining number of days to maturity. 
3.1.5 Development of the secondary market 
Since monetary management is the primary rationale of the Exchange Fund paper 
programme, it is very in^ortant to have a liquid secondary market. The HKMA adopts a 
market making system in the EFB secondary market where the HKMA tries to create a 
favourable environment for market makers in a number of ways. Firstly, the HKMA only 
engages trading with market makers when undergoing monetary management. Secondly, 
15 
the HKMA will make a bid for any bills that the market makers may offer at a price which 
is related to the market prices of the relevant bills. Thirdly, the market makers are allowed 
to short sell the Bills, enhancing liquidity in the secondary market5. 
To enjoy the above favourable arrangement, the market makers have to maintain 
the Bills market by quoting bid and offer prices during normal money market hours . 
When any market maker does not have inventory for a particular issue, it will not be 
obliged to quote an offer price if the facility for additional issue of the Bills by the HKMA 
has been exhausted. But it will still be obliged to quote a bid price for the issue. At the 
inception of the Exchange Fund paper programme, 14 market makers were appointed. By 
the end of 1995, the number had been increased to 32. 
EFB has a very active primary and secondary market. Over-subscription 
frequently occurs in every Bills tender. From chart 1, the value of EFB outstanding grew 
by 10 times from HK$ 7.5 billion at the end of 1990 to HK$ 70.25 billion at the end of 
1996. Over this period, the average daily trading volume grew by eight times from HK$ 
1.5 billion in 1990 to HK$ 12 billion in 1996 (see chart 2), with the turnover reaching its 
peak of HK$ 18.7 billion in January 1997. 
5 To cover the short position, the market makers must enter into a repo arrangement with the HKMA 
through its Liquidity Arrangement Facility (LAF), which is Hong Kong's version of discount window. 
Under LAF, market makers undertake a repo agreement with the HKMA in which they use any type of the 
Bills they have in exchange for the Bills they need to cover their short position. The repo is then reversed 
on the pre-determined date. 
6 The normal trading hours of the debt market is 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 




The investors base in Exchange Fund Bills is skewed toward institutional sector. 
Up to 1993, 90 percent of EFB were held by financial institutions, including 70 percent 
held by market makers themselves. Retail investors are generally absent from the Bills 
market because of the high minimum denominations. The more important reason is that 
many individual investors have been attracted by potential capital gains available through 
the local equity market and have chosen to place funds in stocks. 
3.1.7 Reasons for the success of the Bills programme 
The Exchange Fund paper is well received by investors because of 1) its high 
credit standing, 2) the large size of the market and 3) the high liquidity facilitated by the 
well developed market infrastructure. High credit standing has stemmed from the fact that 
the Bills represent the senior, unsecured obligation of the government and the Hong Kong 
Government has always enjoyed fiscal surplus. The market size is large because the 
domestic debt market is still at its developing stage and banking sector demands high 
credit rating and highly liquid assets to facilitate their asset management. High liquidity in 
the secondary market is contributed by the market-making arrangement which allow short-
selling by appointed market makers. The establishment of Real Time Gross Settlement 
(RTGS) system in December 1996 fiirther strengthens the demand for the Exchange Fund 
papers since they are the eligible collateral for intra-day repo agreement under the intra-
day liquidity facility of the HKMA (see section 6.4.2 for details). 
i 
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3 . 2 EURODOLLAR FUTURES CONTRACT 
Eurodollar futures contract is probably the most in^ortant short-term interest rate 
futures contract in the world. It is so liquid that normally 500 lots or 1,000 lots can 
change hands without changing the price. Eurodollar futures contract is traded in similar 
form on the International Monetary Market (IMM) in Chicago, on the London 
International Financial Futures Exchange (LIFFE) in London and on the Singapore 
International Monetary Exchange (SIMEX) in Singapore. The SIMEX and the IMM have 
a mutual offset arrangement in which positions taken in Singapore can be closed in 
Chicago and vice versa. 
The underlying asset of a standard Eurodollar futures contract is the 3-month 
Eurodollar time deposit rate. A Eurodollar is a dollar deposited in a US or foreign bank 
outside the United States7. Eurodollar fixtures contract is settled on the second London 
business day before the third Wednesday of the delivery month. Delivery months are 
March, June, September, December. Eurodollar futures contract is cash-settled in which 
physical delivery of the underlying instrument does not take place. The settlement 
mechanism is that on the last trading day the IMM clearing house contacts 12 major 
London reference banks for their perception of the LIBOR rate at wMch they can raise 
three month deposits, both at the end of trading and at a random time in the last 90 
minutes of trading. After eliminating the two highest and the two lowest quotes, the 
7 We define a bank to be outside the United States if the bank is exempted from the reserve requirement of 
the United State. 
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average of the remaining eight is taken as the LIBOR rate. The settlement price (as 
quoted in IMM index form) is equal to 100 percent minus the above-mentioned LIBOR 
rate. The invoice price of any Eurodollar futures contract can be calculated from the 
following formulae. 
Invoice price = US$1，000，000[1-(T/360)*(100-P)/100] ( * ” 
where T = Days to maturity 
P = Quoted IMM index price 
Prices are quoted in multiples of 0.01. Therefore, the minimum possible change in the 
• g 
value of the contract - the tick value ~ is US$ 25 . 
3 . 3 TREASURY BILL FUTURES CONTRACT 
Treasury bill futures contract, which are traded on the IMM, was the first 
successful interest rate futures contract. Treasury bill futures market is easier to be 
influenced than that of the Eurodollar futures market, mainly owing to the squeezing 
• 9 
trading in the Treasury bill market. 
The underlying asset of a standard Treasury bill fixtures contract is a 3-month 
Treasury bill having a face value at maturity of US$ 1 million. Delivery month of the 3-
8 Tick value = 0.01/100*90/360* 1,000,000 = US$ 25. 
9 Detail explanation see Julian Walmsley, "The Foreign Exchange and Money Market Guide", John Wiley 
& Sons Inc., 1992，pg. 269 -270. 
( 
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month Treasury bill fixtures contract are March, June, September and December. 
Normally trading in the contract ends on the second business day after the 13-week 
Treasury bill auction in the delivery month. Treasury bill futures contract is settled by 
delivering a Treasury bill maturing 90, 91 or 92 days, so the pricing of the Treasury bill 
futures contract is primarily driven by its relationship to the spot Treasury bills market. 
The price is quoted in terms of the IMM index, that is, the difference between 100 percent 
and the actual rate. The price of any Treasury bill fixtures contract can be calculated by 
using the equation (**)• Prices are quoted in multiples of 0.01 (thus the tick value is US$ 
25). 
3 . 4 COMPARISON BETWEEN EURODOLLAR AND TREASURY BILLS FUTURES 
Although Eurodollar futures and Treasury bill fixtures contract are both US 
interest-rate-sensitive derivative instruments, they have a number of differences. Firstly, 
Eurodollar futures contracts are cash-settled while Treasury bill fixtures contracts are 
settled by physical delivery ofthe Treasury bills. 
Secondly, Eurodollar fixtures contracts can be traded on other exchanges 
worldwide while Treasury bills futures contracts can only be traded during Chicago hours. 
The more irr^ortant reason is that the existence of mutual offset arrangement between 
IMM and SIMEX makes Eurodollar fixtures contract be more favorably accepted by Asian 
i 
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investment market where trading hours do generally not coincide with that of American 
investors. 
Thirdly, Eurodollar futures is comparatively more liquid. Price can nearly be 
unchanged in a large denomination (about US$ 1 billion) trade. On the contrary, 
Treasury bills market has many c<non-con^etitive" buyers intending to hold the Treasury 
bills as investments till maturity. This provides opportunities for a few investment banks 
to easily establish position in the spot Treasury bills market to squeeze its futures market. 
A few squeezes of this type are enough to discourage some trading in the futures market, 
resulting in Treasury bill futures market easier to be squeezed than the Euro-dollar futures 
market. Table 3 below summarizes the difference of futures contracts involved in this 
paper. 
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A A DATA 
This study observes every Wednesday (US time) closing price of IMM 3-month 
Eurodollar futures contract and IMM 3-month Treasury bill futures contract from 
November 6，1991 to March 19, 1997 and both are obtained from Bloomberg. Every 
Thursday (HK time) closing prices of 91-day Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills from 
November 7,1991 to March 20, 1997 is observed and obtained from Bloomberg. The 
three sets of data consist of 281 observations for weekly analysis and 141 observations for 
biweekly analysis (Details see table 4). Wednesday (US time) closing prices are chosen 
for Eurodollar and Treasury bill futures contract in order to avoid holiday and weekend 
effects. When a holiday occurs on Wednesday, Thursday (US time) observation is used. 
If Thursday is also a holiday, Tuesday (US time) observation is used. Under the linked 
exchange rate system, Hong Kong interest rate is e jec ted to move closely with the US 
interest rate. As a result, this study assumes Eurodollar and Treasury bill futures market 
affect the domestic Bills market but not the other way round10. Therefore, Thursday (HK 
time) closing prices for Exchange Fund Bill are chosen. 
To avoid thin trading effect, nearby fixtures contracts are chosen as they are most 
actively traded. To avoid expiration effects, we roll over to the next nearest contract one 
week prior to the expiration of the current contracts 
10 Since the hedging decision can be modelled by ECM, a Granger causality test is conducted in Appendix 
III to see whether domestic Bills market will influence the US interest rate futures markets. It is 




Weekly, biweekly and monthly hedging horizon are considered in a continuous 
manner: every first (second and fourth for biweekly and monthly analysis) Wednesday, the 
hedge is lifted and a new one is immediately placed. 
4 . 2 DEFINITION OF HEDGING EFFECTIVENESS AND COMPARISON CRITERION 
4.2.1 Definition of hedging effectiveness 
Before comparing the hedging performance of the future contract，this paper has 
first to clarify the definition of hedging effectiveness (performance) because there exist 
various controversial views on this aspect. The traditional John-Stein-Ederington 
approach en^hasized risk avoidance and believed that the motivation of hedging is to 
minimize the return variance of the portfolio. They considered an instrument to have the 
greatest hedging effectiveness if it can minimize the return variance of the hedged 
portfolios to the greatest extent. 
However, there are different approaches on viewing the hedging problem. 
Working argued that the motivation of hedging is to maximize the expected profit. He 
believed hedges will be conducted if difference between opening and closing basis is 
significant. Howard & D'Antonio (1984) also disagreed with the view of hedging as 
singly risk reduction alone. Since hedgers can reduce the risk of the portfolio by holding 
proportionately more risk-free asset，the decision to hold fixtures contracts is not singly 
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based upon risk reduction alone but on the ability of futures contracts to enhance the risk-
return characteristics of the hedgers' portfolio. Therefore, to measure hedging 
effectiveness is to look at the increase in expected portfolio return for a portfolio 
containing futures contracts as compared to one without fiitures contracts at the same 
level of risk 
This paper selects the traditional Johnson-Stein-Ederington approach on viewing 
the hedging problem The objective of hedging is to avoid risk. Hedging effectiveness 
of a futures contract is defined as the extent to which it can reduce the dollar variance 
of the portfolio as compared to that of an unhedged portfolio. 
4.2.2 Comparison of ex-ante hedging performance 
Although Ederington proposed a method of evaluating hedging effectiveness of a 
hedge position, it is not appropriate in this study because it suffers from the implicit 
assumption that the joint distribution of the relevant securities is time-invariant. Here 
another method as suggested by Kroner and Sulton (1993) is chosen for the purpose of 
formally con^paring the hedging performance of each hedging model mentioned in Section 
Since, in reality, it is impossible to obtain optimal hedge ratio ex-post, this paper 
first calculates the ex-ante optimal hedge ratio as implied by each model. Then the paper 
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constructs the portfolios implied by these confuted hedge ratios and calculates the dollar 
variance of these portfolios over the san^le period, i.e. 
VARt+i(ASt+i - b t+iAFt+i) � 
where ASt+i is the change in spot price at time t + 1, 
AFt+i is the change in fiitures price at time t + 1, 
b t+i is the optimal hedge ratio implied by the model estimated at time t. 
Hedging effectiveness (HE) is measured as the percentage reduction in the dollar variance 
of portfolio achieved under the static (CM or ECM) or dynamic (bivariate ARCH(1) 
model) hedging model as con^ared to that under the unhedged portfolio, ie. 
HE = [VARt+1(ASt+1 - b t+1AFt+1) - VARt+i(ASt+i)] / VARt+i(ASt+i) (2) 
A hedging strategy is considered to perform the best if it has the greatest extent of 
reduction in the dollar variance of the portfolio in comparison to that of the unhedged 
portfolio over the sample period. 
4 . 3 MODEL DESCRIPTION 
4.3.1 Conventional hedging model 
Owing to the presence of basis risk, spot and futures price do not always move 
together. Therefore, a hedger is not necessary to hold a perfect hedge. Optimal hedge 
i 
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ratio can be found under Johnson-Stein-Ederington portfolio theory of hedging. Consider 
the hedger has a fixed long position of one unit in the spot market and a position of b unit 
in the fiitures market. The random dollar return to this portfolio, Rt, is 
Rt = ASt + bAFt. (3) 
Assume the hedger faces the mean-variance expected utility fonction, 
EU(Rt) = E(Rt) - yVAR(Rt) (4) 
where y is the degree of risk aversion. The hedger chooses b to maximize his expected 
utility, then 
max EU(Rt) = max {E(ASt + bAFt) - yVAR(ASt + bAFt)}, (5) 
By differentiating expected utility ofthe portfolio with respect to b and setting it equal to 
zero, the utility maximizing hedge ratio to be 
b* 二 [E(AFt) - 2yaASAF] / (6) 
where GAF2 is the variance of fiitures price change, 
OASAF is the covariance between the spot and futures price change. 
11 Details ofthe derivation are shown in the ^jpendix (I) at the end of this paper. 
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The optimal demand for the futures contract in equation (6) consists of two 
distinct components. The first term, E(AFt)/2yaAF2, is the speculative demand for the 
futures contract. It increases when there is an expected increase in the futures price over 
the san^le period and a decrease in risk aversion or in the variance of the futures price 
change. The second term, -(TASAF/CJAF2, is the minimum variance hedge ratio. It increases 
(in absolute value) when 1) there is an increase in the covariance between spot and fiiture 
price change and 2) when there is a decrease in the variance of the futures price change. 
If the futures price follows a martingale process, i.e. E(Ft) 二 Ft-i or E(AFt) = 0, 
equation (6) reduces to 
b* = - aASAF / CTAF2, (?) 
The optimal hedge ratio that maximizes the expected utility of the ledger can be estimated 
by using equation (7). Because spot and futures price tend to move together so that their 
price change covariance is usually positive, the sign of the optimal hedge ratio in equation 
(7) is negative. It means that this utility maximizing strategy requires a short position in 
the futures market if a long position in the spot market is held and vice versa. We can use 
the regression model stated below to estimate the optimal hedge ratio b* in equation (7), 
ASt = a + b*AFt + J^biAFt^ i + st (8) 
i=l 
where b* is optimal hedge ratio in equation (7), 
st is random disturbance term, 
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a and bi are constant, 
q is the optimal lag length. 
Equation (8) is called as conventional model. 
The advantage of the conventional model is that it is a single method to find out 
the minimum variance hedge ratio. The disadvantage is that it may commit model 
misspecification problem because the true relationship between change in spot and futures 
price change may not be adequately described by equation (8). 
4.3.2 Error correction model (ECM) 
The theory of cointegration developed by Engle and Granger (1987) integrates the 
long run equilibrium relationship and short run dynamics of the regression variables. They 
show that if two series are nonstationary but a linear combination of them is stationary, the 
two series are said to be cointegrated and there must exist an error correction 
representation. Before constructing ECM, we should conduct the unit root test on the 
variables involved to see whether these variables are non-stationary. If they are non-
stationary, cointegration test is performed to determine whether the variables involved can 




4.3.2.1 Unit root test 
Suppose Xt is a stationary series, it is said to be integrated of order zero; i.e. Xt � 
1(0). Suppose Xtis a non-stationary time series and it becomes stationary after differencing 
once, it is said to be integrated of order one which is denoted by Xt - 1(1) . Order of 
integration of a time series can be determined by performing augmented Dickey-FuUer 
(ADF) test, 
AXt = a0 + aiXn + a2t + J]aiAXt-i + £t (9) 
i=l 
where AXt = X t- Xt-i. 
Equation (9) sbould include adequate length of lagged difference terms (AXt.i) to ensure 
that st becomes white noise. If the lag length of lagged difference terms is too large, it 
reduces the power of the test. The null hypothesis is that the series is non-stationary 
against the alternative hypothesis of stationary series. We can reject the null hypothesis of 
non-stationary series if the test statistic ai is less than the critical value. 
The Phillips and Perron test is an alternative test that allows the disturbance term 
to be weakly dependent and heterogenously distributed in detecting the stationarity of the 
tested series. By constructing the following regression 
X t=po + PiXt-i + Tlt (10) 
where r|t is white noise, 
12 In general, economic variables are either 1(0) or 1(1). 
\ 
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we can reject the null hypothesis of non-stationary series in favour of the alternative 
hypothesis of stationary series if the test statistics pi is less than that ofthe critical value. 
4.3.2.2 Test of cointegration 
Engle-Granger (1987) test can be used to investigate for the presence of 
cointegration. The first step is to construct the following regression model 
Yt = a + bXt + ut ( 1 1 ) 
where Xt and Yt are integrated of order one. 
The second step is to test the stationary ofthe residuals (ut) derived from equation (11) by 
applying the ADF test. 
Aut = a + 5ut.i + ^pAut - i + vt (12) 
i = l 
where vt is white noise. 
Similar to the unit root test mentioned above, the lag length should be chosen such that vt 
behaves as white noise. The null hypothesis is that there is no cointegration between the 
variable Xt and Yt against the alternative hypothesis of the existence of cointegration 
among them. We can reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration if the test statistic 5 is 
less than the critical value (statistically significant). This is because if 8 is statistically 
significant, the residual ut derived from equation (11) is stationary. However, Xt and Yt 
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are non-stationary series，in^lying the linear combination shown in equation (11) is 
stationary. Thus cointegration exists in these variables. 
4.3.2.3 Construction of the error correction model (ECM) 
Engle and Granger showed that if two or more series are cointegrated, there exists 
an error correction representation linking tkese series. If there exists cointegration 
between the spot price series St and the fixtures price series Ft, then 
ASt = a0 + aiet-i + b*AFt + ^SjASt - + Z ^ i A F t + £ t ( 1 3 ) 
j=l i=l 
where et = &画(a + bFt) and is the residuals obtained by linearly regressing St against Ft. 
Enough lagged difference term are introduced to ensure that st is white noise. The 
coefficient b* is the optimal hedge ratio. In this formulation, the change in spot price 
series is not only a fiinction of change in futures price series, but also a function of past 
equilibrium error (error correction term) and lagged values of both spot and fixtures price 
change. The error correction term et_i captures the long-run equilibrium relationship 
between spot and futures price series. The lagged price change variables capture the 
short-run dynamics of the price change variables involved. The conventional model as 
represented by equation (8) is nested within the ECM as represented by equation (13); the 
two models will converge if ai ^ ©j = Oi = 0. However, if either ai, ©j or � i s 
significantly different from zero, the conventional model commits model mis-specification 
problem and thus its hedge ratio estimate is not optimal. 
； � . : . \ .1 
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The advantage of the ECM is that it incorporates the long run relationship and 
short run dynamics of the variables into the model, with the result that it reduces the 
chance of committing model misspecification problem. The disadvantage is that Engle-
Granger test on cointegration uses two-step procedures. The first step is to generate the 
equilibrium error series {et} and the second step uses these generated equilibrium error 
series to estimate the ECM. Therefore any error encountered in step one is carried into 
step two. 
4.3.3 Time-varying hedging model 
4.3.3.1 Time-varying conditional hedging theory 
Li both conventional model and ECM, this paper implicit assumes that the risk in 
spot and futures market is constant over time, implying that the MVHR will be the same 
irrespective of when the hedging is undertaken within the sair^le period. In reality, new 
information continuously flows into the market, with the result that the risk of spot and 
futures market changes as time goes by. This implies that MVHR is time varying. To 
make use all the relevant information, this study also adopts conditional time-varying 
model in making the hedging decision. 
Because this study assumes the distributions of spot and fiitures price are time-
varying, it has to model the hedging decision in a way different to that in Section 4.3.1. 
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Assume that the hedger has a fixed long position of one unit in the spot market St and bt 
unit in the futures market Ft at time t. The random dollar return to this portfolio Rt+i at 
time t + 1 is 
RT+1 = ASt+i + btAFt+i (14) 
where ASt+i / AFt+i = change in spot price / futures price from time t to time t+1. 
Similarly if the hedger faces the mean-variance ejected utility function, 
EUt(Rt+i) = Et(Rt+i) - yVARt(Rt+i) (15) 
where y is the degree of risk aversion. 
He chooses his optimal one-period holding of futures contract (bt) at each time t by 
maximizing his expected utility function, 
max EUt(Rt+i) max {Et[ASt+i + btAFt+i] - yVARt[ASt+i + btAFt+1]}. (16) 
By differentiating expected utility of the portfolio with respect to bt and setting it equal to 
0 0 0
 13 
zero, tke utility maximizing optimal hedge ratio at time t is 
b : 二 CEt(AFt+i) - 2yCOVt(ASt+i? AFt+i)] / 2YVARt(AFt+i). (17) 
If the futures price follows a martingale process, i.e. Et(Ft+i) = Ft or Et(AFt+i) = 0, equation 
(17) reduces to 
13 Details of the derivation are shown in the appendix (II) at the end of this paper. 
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bt* = - COVt(ASt+1，AFt+i)] / VARt(AFt+i) (18) 
and bt* is the utility maximizing hedge ratio. This is similar to the hedge ratio in the 
conventional model mentioned in Section 4.3.1 except that time-varying conditional 
moments replace the time-invariant unconditional moments. Therefore the minimum 
variance hedge ratio will change through time as new information arrives at the market. 
4.3.3.2 Test for the ARCH effect 
To test for the presence of the ARCH effect, we can use Lagrange Multiplier test 
as suggested by Engle (1982). First, we have to obtain the square of the residuals from 
our mean equation. Then，we can regress these squared residuals on a constant and on q 
八 八 八 A 
2 2 2 2 • lagged residual values £ t-i, £ t-2，£ t-3，. . .，£ t-q, i e.， 
A 八 A • A之 
£ 2 t = OCo + CXI + a 2 s \ - 2 + . … … + C 6 q ^ t-q ( 1 9 ) 
If there is no ARCH effect, the estimated values of ai through aq should be zero. 
With a sanq)le of T residuals, under the null hypothesis of no ARCH effect, the test 
statistic TR2 converges to a distribution. If TR2 is sufficiently large, rejection of the 
null hypothesis that oci to aq are jointly equal to zero is equivalent to rejecting the null 
hypothesis of no ARCH effect. On the other hand, if TR2 is sufficiently low, it is possible 
to conclude that there is no ARCH effect. 
i 
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4.3.3.3 Bivariate ARCH(q) error correction model 
Unconditional price distributions of many financial instruments are typically found 
to be fat-tailed，or leptokurtic; i.e. unconditional distributions are non-normally 
distributed. To incorporate this characteristics, price movement is modelled by using the 
Auto-Regressive Conditional Heteroskedastic (ARCH) framework as described by Engle 
(1982). The advantage of the ARCH specification is that very convenient assumptions 
about the conditional price density can lead to a rich model that allows for time-dependent 
conditional variance and leptokurtosis in the unconditional price distribution. 
A bivariate ARCH(q) error correction model is adopted to estimate bt* in equation 
(18). The error correction part of the model is necessary because it can maintain the long 
run relationship between spot and futures price; at the same time, it takes into account of 
the nonstationarity of the price series. The ARCH part of the model permits optimal 
hedge ratios to change as new information arrives at the market. 
The bivariate ARCH(q) error correction model requires parameterizing the first 
two conditional moments of the bivariate distribution of ASt and AFt. The first moment is 
a bivariate error correction model and the second moment is a bivariate constant 
correlation ARCH (q) model. If we assume the conditional correlation between spot and 
fiiture price is constant, then 
i 
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ASt = ao s + ais(St-i -Po - PiFt.i) + sst, ( 2 0 . l ) 
AFt = a0F + aiF(St-i - Po - PiFt.i) + sFt， （20.2) 
SAF"� 
r n � p r “ 
k^SNS,t kASAF,t 一 hbS’t 0 1 P hAS,t 0 (之工） 
h 隱 ’ t hAFAF„t\ 0 kAF,t_ _p 1 0 /ZAF’/J， 
h2AS,T = YAS + X AAS,iS2AS,t-I， (21.1) 
i=l 
q 
H2AF,T = TAF+ X AAF,iS2AF,t-i， (22.2) 
1=1 
where ^t-i is the information set at time t-1, 
Po and Pi are the regression coefficients estimated by conducting OLS regression 
on spot price against fixtures price. 
The dynamic hedge ratio at time t can be computed as the ratio of conditional covariance 
between spot price and futures price change to the conditional variance of futures price 
change (both measured at time t-1), i.e. 
A A 
b t = / 2 ASAF,t / / |AFAF,t ( 2 3 ) 
The advantage of the bivariate ARCH(q) error correction model is that it facilitates 
our estimation of dynamic optimal hedge ratios without losing the characteristics of the 
ECM mentioned in section 4.3.2.3. The more in^ortant point is that the conventional 
model and the ECM are nested within this bivariate ARCH(q) model. The conventional 
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model can be tested against the bivariate ARCH(q) model by testing if aAS，i 二 aAF,i = aiAs = 
a1AF = 0 for all i = 1, 2，3,….，q. Similarly, the ECM can be con^ared with the dynamic 
model by testing if aAS,i = a ^ = 0 for all i = 1 ) ， 3 ” . . . ， q . The disadvantage is that it 
requires intensive conqmtational estimation effort. 
4 . 4 OUT_OF-SAMPLE FORECAST 
4.4.1 Rolling samples against expanding sample 
There are two types of san^les that can be used for estimation as additional 
observations are added beyond the date at which our first san^ple ended : (1) rolling 
samples and (2) expanding san^les. In rolling san^les, the sample size used for 
estimation is fixed and what were the initial observations is dropped as each additional 
observation is added. On the contrary, e^ qpanding samples allow samqple size to grow as 
additional observations are added. To keep the project manageable, this study focuses 
only on the rolling samqples method. 
4.4.2 Out-of-sample forecast without transaction cost 
The data sets in this study are divided into two groups. For weekly analysis, the 
first 223 observations (112 and 57 observations for biweekly and monthly analysis 
respectively) about 80 percent of the total observations starting on November 7, 1991 and 
ending on February 8，1996 (February 22, 1996 for monthly analysis) are used to estimate 
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the models parameters. The remaining 58 observations (29 and 17 observations for 
biweekly and monthly analysis respectively) from February 14, 1996 (February 22, 1996 
for biweekly analysis and March 21, 1996) to March 20，1997 are used for out-of-san^le 
forecasts. Details are summarized in table 4 in section 4.1. 
For both static hedging models (the conventional model and the ECM), optimal 
hedge ratios are estimated by using the first 223 observations in weekly analysis (112 and 
57 observations in biweekly and monthly analysis respectively). Then this study treats 
these estimated hedge ratios to be the optimal hedge ratios for the out-of-sample forecast 
analysis. Therefore, no updating of the hedge ratios is done for the conventional model 
and the ECM during the out-of-san^)le forecasts. 
Since the ARCH(q) model specifies the actual conditional variances as an explicit 
function of the past observed residuals from the mean equations, we can use the first 223 
observations to generate the dollar return variance and covariance for the following period 
in the weekly analysis. Optimal hedge ratio for the first out-of-sample forecast can be 
estimated by using equation (23). For the second out-of-sample forecast on the dollar 
return variance and covariance, the estimation sample is obtained by deleting the first 
observation and adding in the next observation. For exan^le, in performing weekly 
forecast, the first 223 observations can be used to generate the first out-of-sartq)le forecast 
on the optimal hedge ratio for the following week. To obtain the second out-of-sarr^le 
forecast estimates, the first observation is dropped and the 224 observation is added into 
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the san^le. Then, 2 to 224 observations are used to generate the second forecast. In both 
static and dynamic hedging models, we have 58，27 and 14 out-of-san^le forecasts over 
weekly, biweekly and monthly investment horizon respectively. 
4.4.3 Out-of-sample forecast with transaction cost 
In reality, investors must incur transaction costs in conducting financial 
transaction. To proper model this realistic constraint, this paper incorporates transaction 
cost into our hedging decisions. 
In the conventional model and the ECM, only two transaction costs incur within 
the whole out-of-san^le forecasts (one occurs at the beginning of the hedge while the 
other at the end of the hedge) because there is no updating of hedge ratios during the out-
of-sample period. 
The problem becomes more conq)licated in the dynamic hedging model because 
rebalancing of the portfolio is allowed in each period. Although dynamic hedging strategy 
allows the hedge ratios to be periodically adjusted with respect to the inflow of 
information, it is at the expense of incurring more transaction cost than static hedging 
strategy. To take this tradeoff into account, hedgers will only rebalance their portfolios 
only when the ejected benefits from rebalancing offset the transaction costs required 
during rebalancing the portfolio; otherwise, the most recent hedge ratio is maintained and 
no transaction cost is incurred. 
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Consider a hedger with the mean-variance utility function and y is the dollar return 
that he loses due to the transaction cost whenever he makes transaction in the futures 
market. The e jec ted return to his portfolio (Rt+i) under rebalancing are then equal to 
Et(Rt+i) = Et(ASt+i - bt*AFt+1 - y)， （24) 
Since futures market is assumed to follow a martingale process, then 
Et(Rt+1) = Et(ASt+1)-y. (25) 
Similarly, if the hedger does not rebalance, the portfolio return is 
Et(Rt+i) = E(ASt+i - b/AFt+i) (26) 
where b / is the optimal hedge ratio from the most recent rebalancing. 
Under the assumption of unbiased futures markets, 
Et(Rt+1) 二 Et(ASt+i). (27) 
The conditional variance of Ms portfolio ifhe rebalances is 
Vart(Rt+i) - hLASAs,t+i - 2bt*liAsAF,t+i + bt 2hAFAF,t+i. ( 2 8 ) 
The conditional variance ifhe does not rebalance is 
Vart(Rt+i') = hAsAs,t+i - 2bt* hAsAF,t+i + bt' 2hAFAF,t+i- (29) 
.1.::...::. < � . \ . ‘ .. 
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Therefore the investor will rebalance at time t if and only if the e jec ted utility from 
rebalancing his portfolio is greater than that from not rebalancing the portfolio. 
E t ( R t + i ) - y V a r t ( R t + i ) > E t ( R t + i ' ) - y V a r t ( R t + i ' ) . ( 3 0 ) 
Substituting equation (25)，（27)，(28) and (29) into equation (30)，we get 
-y - y(-2bt*lLAsAF,t+i + bt*2hAFAF,t+i)�- Y(-2bt，*liASAF，t+i + bt' 2hAFAF,t+i). (31) 
Hence the criterion described by equation (31) can be used to determine whether a hedger 
will rebalance his position under the dynamic hedging strategy. 
：^. : � . . , . ‘ 
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S. DATA SUMMARY 
5.1 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
Table 5 presents pre-estimation diagnostics for 1) 91-day Hong Kong Exchange 
Fund Bills (HKEFB), 2) 3-month Euro-dollar futures contract (EDF) and 3) 3-month 
Treasury-bill futures contract (TBF) from the period November 7, 1991 to February 8, 
1996. The mean price difference for the three markets are not statistically different from 
zero in weekly, biweekly and monthly horizon. These results make us believe the validity 
of the assun^tion of unbiased fiitures markets in modelling the hedging decisions as 
mentioned in section 4.3.1 and section 4.3.3.1. High skewness, high kurtosis and 
significant Bera-Jarque statistics are found in the Euro-dollar fiitures (AEDF) and T-bill 
futures (AEDF) price difference series, indicating the presence of non-normality, or 
leptokurtic characteristic, in their unconditional distributions. The Ljung-Box Q statistics 
for 24 lags of the autocorrelation function are significant at 1% significance level, 
indicating the presence of serial correlation in their raw and squared spot and futures price 
difference series. These evidences support the use of the ARCH methodology in 
modelling the hedging decisions. Correlation coefficients between spot and futures price 
difference series increase from weekly to monthly horizon. These agree with the 
"traditional belief, that the longer the investment horizon, the less noisy the price series 
they are and the more likely the two series will move together. 
謹 . / ..... : ... .. .: .. . .: .: . ‘ •: 
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5 . 2 UNIT ROOT ANALYSIS 
Table 6 presents the augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and Phillips and Perron (PP) 
unit root test under the assunq)tion that there is no linear trend in the data generation 
process. For the weekly data, all the test statistics fail to reject the null hypothesis ofthe 
presence of unit roots in the three level series. This implies that the level series are non-
stationary. When ADF and PP test are applied to the first difference series，the test 
statistics clearly reject the null hypothesis ofthe presence ofthe unit roots. These show 
that the first difference series are stationary and each series is an 1(1) process which is the 
necessary condition for testing the existence of co-integration. 
However, poorer results are found in biweekly and monthly data. Although the 
ADF tests fail to reject the presence ofthe unit roots in the three level series, they also fail 
to reject tke presence ofthe unit roots in the biweekly (monthly) first differenced futures 
prices with lag length equal to 12 (lag length equal to 8 and 12). Since PP tests, which 
allows weakly dependent and heterogenously distributed error terms in the estimated 
regression equation, indicate the absence ofthe unit root in these first difference series, 
this study hence concludes that the three series are 1(1) processes in the biweekly and 
monthly korizon14. 
14 The inconsistent results between the ADF and PP tests are mainly due to the small number of 
observations in the analysis. There are 112 observations in the biweekly analysis and 57 observations in 
the monthly analysis. 
i 
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5 . 3 CO-INTEGRATION ANALYSIS 
Although the first difference of the three series are stationary, they are not 
necessary co-integrated unless the linear combination of the spot and futures price series 
are stationary. The ADF and PP tests for co-integration are presented in Table 7. For the 
weekly data, the ADF tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of no co-integration between 
HKEFB and any fixtures contract with lag length equal to 8 and 12. For the biweekly and 
monthly data，the ADF test only rejects the absence of co-integration on lag length 0 at 
1% significance level. Since PP tests reject the null hypothesis of no co-integration in both 
cases under 1% significance level, this study concludes that the existence of co-integration 
relationship between HKEFB and the two futures contract respectively. 
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6. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
6.1 MODEL ESTIMATION 
This section estimates the parameters of the three proposed risk minimizing 
hedging models - the conventional model (CM), the ECM and the bivariate ARCH(1) 
model. Estimates on the CM and the ECM are summarized in table 8 to 10. The results 
show that error correction coefficients (ai) are negatively significant in all cases, in^lying 
that the last period's equilibrium error (et-i) has significant negative intact on the 
adjustment process of the subsequent price change in tke spot market. Likelihood ratio 
tests which statistically pit tlie ECM against the CM imply that the ECM describes the 
relationship between spot and futures price better than that of the conventional model. 
The inclusion of error correction terms has a contradictory effect on the optimal 
hedge ratios. In the case of TBF contract, except monthly analysis, the inclusion of error 
correction terms increases hedge ratio estimates from the CM to the ECM. In the case of 
EDF contracts, hedge ratios estimates decrease from the CM to the ECM. These results 
contradict the findings of Gkosh (1993) and Lien, D. (1996) who believed that a smaller 
than optimal fiitures position will be obtained if co-integration relationship is unduly 
ignored. 
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Also the inclusion of error correction terms increases the ex-post hedging 
effectiveness15 ofEDF and TBF contract in all horizon analysis. For exanq>le，in the case 
ofEDF, weekly ex-post hedging effectiveness increases from 8% in the CM to 14% in the 
ECM. In the case of TBF, monthly ex-post hedging effectiveness increases from 39% in 
the CM to 48% in the ECM. 
For both static models, hedge ratio estimates and ex-post hedging effectiveness 
increase from weekly to monthly analysis. The reason for the increase is that the longer 
the investment horizon, the less 'Wsy" spot and futures price series tend to be; therefore, 
the relationship between spot and fiitures price in^roves. On an average, hedgers need 
more futures contracts to reduce the price risk in the spot market. Also futures contracts 
can reduce the dollar variance of the spot market to a greater extent. 
Durbin-Watson statistics and Q statistics indicate that only the residuals from the 
weekly ECM does not behave like the white noise as the serial correlation up to 16th 
order of the squared residuals is significant. Also Engle's (1982) LM tests indicate the 
presence of significant ARCH effect in the weekly static hedging models. These in^ly 
that the variances of the residuals from the static models are time-varying. 
15 According to Ederington's (1979) study, adjusted R2 is a measure for the ex-post hedging effectiveness 
of the static hedging model. 
v 
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To incorporate the ARCH effect into weekly analysis, this study also analyzes the 
bivariate ARCH(q) model and table 11 summarizes the results. The bivariate ARCH(1) 
specification provides a good description for the joint distributions of weekly HKEFB and 
the two fixtures contracts respectively16. Both spot and futures price difference series 
exhibit significant ARCH con^onents as evidenced by the significance of the coefficients 
aAF，aAS? and p. The likelihood ratio tests reported in table 12 pits the bivariate 
ARCH(1) model against the ECM and the CM. They all suggest that the ARCH 
specification is significant in modelling of price change relationship between HKEFB and 
the two futures contracts respectively. The more in^ortant point is that minimum 
variance hedge ratios are indeed changing through time. 
The evidence presented in this section concludes that hedging decisions based 
upon the dynamic bivariate ARCH(1) model outperform those based upon the statistic 
ECM, which in tuin is better than that from the conventional model. The next section 
turns to test the hedging superiority of these models by investigating their out-of-sanq)le 
ex-ante hedging performance. 
6.2 EX-ANTE HEDGING EFFECTIVENESS WITH NO TRANSACTION COST 
Hedging effectiveness of a static (the CM or ECM) or dynamic model (the 
bivariate ARCH(1) model) is typically measured as the percentage reduction in the 
16 After estimating the bivariate ARCH(q) models for all q = 1, 2，3，4，5, it is found that the bivariate 
ARCH(1) models fit the price series in the best manner. 
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portfolio's dollar variance achieved under that model as con^ared to that of the unhedged 
portfolio. Table 13 presents out-of-sample comparison of the ex-ante hedging 
effectiveness achieved under the dynamic hedging model (bivariate ARCH(1) model) 
against the two static hedging models (ECM and CM). There are mainly two inq)ortant 
results. Firstly, the two future contracts are effective in reducing the dollar variance of 
HKEFB but the extent is not great. Generally speaking, EDF contract has higher ex-ante 
hedging effectiveness than that of TBF contract in short (weekly and biweekly) horizon 
while the two futures contracts perform roughly the same in monthly horizon. Secondly, 
ex-ante hedging effectiveness increases as investment horizon increases. Ex-ante hedging 
effectiveness of EDF and TBF contract are below 15 percent in weekly horizon and 
increases to around 23 percent in monthly horizon. The results on ex-ante hedging 
effectiveness contradict tke studies of Benet (1992) and Geppert (1995) who found a 
negative relationship between investment horizon and ex-ante hedging effectiveness. 
In the weekly analysis, both EDF and TBF contract indicate that hedging decisions 
under the static ECM and CM are better than that under the dynamic bivariate ARCH (1) 
model. In the case of EDF contract, weekly ex-ante hedging effectiveness of the static 
model is around 13.5 percent while that of the dynamic model is around 11 percent. In 
the case of TBF contract, weekly ex-ante hedging effectiveness of the static model is 
around 9 percent while that of the dynamic model is around 6 percent. However, it is hard 
to determine the dominance of the hedging decision made under the two static models. In 
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all horizon analysis, EDF contract shows the ECM to be superior to the CM in hedging 
the Bills but opposite results are found in TBF contract. 
6.3 EX-ANTE HEDGING EFFECTIVENESS WITH TRANSACTION COST 
In the realistic world, investors have to incur transaction cost on rebalancing their 
portfolios. For a more realistic setting, transaction costs are incurred in the study. No 
rebalancing is performed in the static models while rebalancing in the dynamic model is 
performed under the condition described by equation (31). Considering an investor with 
1) the mean-variance utility function given in equation (15), 2) the degree of risk aversion 
y = 417 and 3) transaction cost equal to US$ 6 per contract18, the average utilities derived 
when discretionary portfolio rebalancing is undertaken are summarized in table 14. 
In the case of EDF contract, the investors under the dynamic hedging model will 
rebalance the portfolio on 19 occasions during 58 week out-of-san^le forecasts. In the 
case of TBF contract, the investors rebalance the portfolio on 58 occasions during 58 
week out-of-sample forecasts. Although our hedging models incorporate transaction 
costs, the results generally agree with those without transaction cost. Except the monthly 
analysis, using EDF contract to hedge the Bills gives hedgers higher utilities than that of 
17 This assumption on y is in line with most empirical studies in the literature. For example, Chou (1988) 
estimates this parameter to be 4.5; Poterba and Summers (1986) estimate it to be 3.5; Grossman and 
Shiller (1981) estimate it to be 4 and Friend and Hasbrouck (1982) finds it to be 6. 
18 Transaction cost for both futures contracts is around US$ 6 per contract for the institution investors who 
purchase at least 100 contracts at each transaction. For the corporate investors who purchase one or two 
futures contract at each transaction, the transaction cost is around US$ 25 per contract. 
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TBF contract. Utilities derived from hedging decisions under the static hedging models 
are higher that under the dynamic hedging models. However, the dominance of hedging 
decisions made under the ECM and CM is undetermined. 
6.4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION ON EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 
This section will summarize the in^portant en^)irical results found in this study and 
discuss the rationale behind the findings. 
6.4.1 Hedging superiority between the two futures contracts 
Firstly, the two futures contracts are effective in reducing the dollar variance of the 
domestic Bills. EDF has higher hedging effectiveness than TBF in weekly and biweekly 
horizon but their performance become roughly the same in monthly horizon. This may be 
due to the fact that AHKEFB tracks AEDF better than that ATBF, evidenced by the 
greater degree of correlation (p) between AHKEFB and AEDF in all horizon analysis 
(table 5). From table 15, correlation coefficients between changes in Exchange Fund Bills 
rate and 3 month LIBOR (tke deposit rate underlying EDF) are higher than that of 3 
month Treasury bills rate (the interest rate underlying TBF) in all horizon analysis. This 
higher degree of correlation of the underlying asset with the Bills causes EDF to have 
higher hedging ability than that of TBF. 
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Also tke reason for higher hedging performance of EDF may be due to its market 
depth. As mentioned in section 3.4，prices of EDF can nearly be unchanged in a large 
denomination (US$ 1 billion) trade. On the contrary, prices of TBF are easier to be 
influenced. The existence of''tton-con^etitive" buyers intending to hold the Treasury bills 
as investments till maturity provides opportunities for a few investment banks to easily 
establish sizable positions in the spot Treasury bills market to squeeze its futures market. 
The depth of EDF market improves its ability to objectively reflect the fixture US interest 
rate than TBF. 
Credit spread does not play an important role in e?q)laining the hedging superiority 
of the two fixtures contracts. Although the underlying asset of TBF (Treasury bills) have 
higher credit rating than the LIBOR (underlying asset of EDF)19, credit spread between 
the two underlying assets and the domestic Bills respectively are not mean reverted as 
shown from Chart 3 to Chart 8. Superiority of hedging performance of EDF is not 
stemmed from any in^rovement / deterioration of the credit spread between the 
underlying assets of the two futures contracts and the Bills. 
6.4.2 Magnitude of hedging performance 
Secondly, hedging performance is not as significant as it is expected under the 
linked exchange rate system. As mentioned before, the linked exchange rate system 
causes Hong Kong interest rate to move closely with the US interest rate. The hedging 
19 Treasury bills have higher credit rating because they are issued on behalf of the US Treasury while the 
high credit rating of LIBOR market is stemmed from the good discipline of the participants in the market. 
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effectiveness between the domestic Bills and the futures contracts should be conq>arable to 
that ofthe direct hedging or similar cross hedging activities. For exan^le, according to 
the study of Park and Bera (1987), the cross hedging effectiveness between GNMA and 
Treasury bill futures contract axe 58 percent in biweekly horizon and 63 percent in 
monthly horizon. On the contrary, in the case of Hong Kong, ex-post hedging 
effectiveness are around 20 percent in biweekly horizon and below 50 percent in monthly 
horizon. Ex-ante hedging effectiveness are below 25 percent in all horizon analysis. 
The poor hedging performance is due to the fact that the domestic short run 
interest rate deviates from its potential values suggested by the US interest rate under 
linked exchange rate system. There are mainly four factors leading to this tenqjorary 
deviation: 1) economic performance and political uncertainty in the territory and the 
mainland China, 2) month-end and holiday effect, 3) initial public offering activities in 
Hong Kong and 4) Real Time Gross Settlement effect. 
China is still a developing country. Any political uncertainty in the Mainland China 
will severely affect the pace of her economic reform, which in turn affects Hong Kong 
economic performance and economic liberality as the territory will become part of the 
Mainland China after July 1997. Therefore, any unexpected political event influences the 
domestic monetary system. However, the importance of this factor on influencing the 
domestic monetary system is diminishing. As time goes by, the healthy political 
development in the Mainland China eases the concern of most of the domestic and 
I � 
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international investors on the political and economic uncertainty of the territory after July 
1997. People generally believe that the economic liberality of the territory can be 
maintained at least in the foreseeable future. The intact of political uncertainty on the 
territory's monetary system becomes weakening as compared to that in the 1980s. Also 
Hong Kong interest rate moves in a direction to reflect domestic interest rate in the short 
term horizon. This partly exacerbates the deviation between domestic and US interest 
rate. 
Hong Kong monetary system usually becomes tightening at the end of the month 
or on a few days just prior to the public holidays. For exan^le, overnight Hong Kong 
Inter-Bank Offer Rate (HIBOR) generally rises by 25 to 50 basis point while one month 
HffiOR rises by 10 basis points. This phenomenon may be due to the fact that most of the 
loans are used to rolling over at tke end of each month. This month-end and holiday effect 
causes short term deviation of domestic interest rate from its potential value under the 
linked exchange rate system 
The unique initial public offerings (IPO) arrangement affects domestic interest rate 
tremendously. On the closing date of IPO, the firm intending to go public in the IPO can 
clear the cheques for subscribing its new stock no matter whether the subscribers can 
obtain tke shares or not. The subscription fund is drained out from the monetary system 
and frozen until the ultimate successful applicants are determined. In recent years, over-
subscription is very common in the domestic IPO activities and the huge subscription fund 
\ . . . . . 
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influences the domestic interest rate severely. For example, the three IPO activities with 
subscription closing date on 9 May, 1997 drained out and froze HK$ 165 billion from the 
domestic monetary system. This caused the overnight HIBOR to surge by 50 basis points. 
Banks usually borrow short term cash from the inter-bank market and channel the fund 
into long term lending. On encountering huge short term payment, the payment banks 
(the banks responsible for paying the subscription cheques drawn by the applicants) have 
to borrow fund from the inter-bank market to finance the payment. The tightening 
condition in the monetary system and the huge payment obligation under IPO activities 
cause the payment banks to borrow money from the inter-bank market at a higher cost. 
To get cheaper fund, the payment banks can sell their short-term Exchange Fund Bills to 
generate cash to serve the huge payment obligation from their customers. This results in 
selling pressure from the Bills and pushes up the Bill rate. 
In the past, all transaction between banks are settled in a net position manner at the 
end of the trading day. Under the Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) System, every 
monetary transaction between banks is settled in an individual and real time manner. To 
encourage banks to make payments in a timely and orderly manner throughout every 
trading day, the HKMA places guidelines (throughput targets) on banks to outline how to 
release and settle their payments20. To reduce the chance of gridlock during the daily 
20 Under throughput guidelines, banks must settle not less than 35% of the total value of their daily 
payments by 12:00 noon and 65% by 2:30 p.m.. If the banks fail to follow these guidelines, they will 
receive informal sanctions. For example, the HKMA declares these banks to be technical defaults and 
results in spoiling their credit standing. 
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settlement especially during the three bulk clearing runs21, the HKMA provides the banks 
with an intra-day facility in which banks can obtain interest-free intra-day liquidity through 
intra-day repo using only Exchange Fund Bills or Notes. When a bank does riot have 
sufficient balance in its settlement account to effect an outgoing payment but has sufficient 
eligible securities in its intra-day repo account, the RTGS system will automatically trigger 
an intra-day repo transaction to generate the required amornt of credit balance to cover 
the shortfall. A bank with excess liquidity in its settlement account may reverse the repo 
transaction afterwards. Because Exchange Fund Bills or Notes are the only eligible 
securities for triggering intra-day repo, the banks, apart from their investment demand, 
purchase the Bills (instead of the Notes so as to minimize the carrying cost of holding the 
low yield Exchange Fund paper) to assist their daily payment management under the 
throughput guidelines. From December 9，1997 to December 31, 1997, average daily 
intra-day repo transactions amounted to HK$ 26 billion, accounting for about 10 percent 
of tke average daily turnover of the Clearing House (HK$ 300 billion). The daily cash 
flow management activities create a demand for the Bills and pushes down the Bills rate 
from its potential values under the linked exchange rate system. 
The low hedging performance of the fixtures contracts are partly due to the fact 
that this study investigates the extent of the dollar change of the Bills that can be reduced 
(or compensated) by the dollar change in the fiitures contracts. From table 15，correlation 
coefficients between the first difference (dollar change) of the Bills and any of the futures 
21 There are three bulk clearing runs in every trading day - 1) net settlement for stock market 
transaction, 2) net settlement of low-value bulk electronic payment items and 3) paper cheques. !、；‘ 
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contract are not great. But the correlation coefficients of their level data are much higher 
(from table 16). 
6.4.3 Hedge ratio estimates 
Thirdly, hedge ratio estimates are very small in all horizon analysis. All unadjusted 
hedge ratio estimates are below 0.045 in all horizon analysis22. The small magnitude of 
the hedge ratio estimates is due to the difference in the amount of face value and the 
currencies underlying the three instruments. The underlying currency of HKEFB is Hong 
Kong dollar and the denomination of each contract is HK$ 0.5 million. The underlying 
currencies of the two futures contracts are the US dollar and the denomination of each 
contract is US$ 1 million (equivalent to HK$ 7.8 million under the official fixed exchange 
rate). This means that HKEFB only accounts for 6.41% of the total denomination of any 
of the two futures contracts. Hedge ratios in this study is defined as the number of future 
contracts need to hold per unit of spot contract. As a result, for every Bills contract，due 
to the presence of basis risk，it is optimal to hold less than 0.06 unit of the futures contract 
23 
to minimize the portfolio's dollar return . 
22 All hedge ratios presented in table 8 to table 10 are adjusted for the fact that there is a difference in the 
denomination between Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills (HK$ 0.5 million) and overseas interest rate 
futures contracts (US$ 1 million). 23 The small hedge ratio estimates can also be interpreted from another point of view. If there is an 
increase in the US interest rate such that there is a US dollar decrease in the futures contract, the value of 
the futures position, under our estimates and official fixed exchange rate, will increase by less than HK$ 
0.35 (0.045*7.8). In the absence of basis risk and flattened yield curve, under the linked exchange rate 
system, the value of the Bills will decrease by HK$ 0.5 because the face value of the futures contract is 
double than that of Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills (ignoring the difference in currencies underlying the 
contracts). The position of futures contract can reduce 70 percent of the dollar change of the Bills. In the 
presence of basis risk, the hedging effectiveness of the futures contracts will be much higher; therefore, 
the small hedge ratio estimates are sensible, 
v 
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6.4.4 Hedging effectiveness across investment horizon 
Fourthly, the longer the hedging horizon, the higher the hedge ratios and hedging 
effectiveness (ex-post and ex-ante) they are. One of the reason is that most of the effects 
mentioned before which cause the domestic interest rate to deviate from its potential value 
suggested by the US interest rate under the linked exchange rate system are ten^porary. In 
the long run, arbitrages force the domestic interest rate to move closer to the potential 
value suggested by the US interest rate. Also "traditional wisdom" suggests that the 
longer the investment horizon the less 4<ttoisy" tlie price series they are; the futures prices 
can track the spot price in a better manner. These two effects improves risk avoidance 
ability of the fiitures contracts as investment horizon increases. 
6.4.5 Model superiority 
Fifthly, although in-sample analysis shows that the bivariate ARCH(1) model 
describes the relationship between the Bills and the two future contracts in the best 
manner, out-of-sanq)le forecasts reveal that hedging decisions under the dynamic model 
have the lowest ex-ante hedging effectiveness. This may be due to the fact that the 
weekly dynamic hedging decisions are modelled by the ARCH methodology. But the 
en^irical results from the GARCH analysis (not shown in this study) show that the 
IGARCH methodology should be adopted as the sum of the coefficients in the second 
moment equations of the bivariate GARCH (1,1) model is smaller than -1 (the variance 
� 
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equations are explosive)24. Modelling the dynamic hedging strategy through the IGARCH 
methodology may in^rove the ex-ante dynamic hedging performance. 
24 Although the data sets suggest that the dynamic hedging strategy should be modelled by the IGARCH 
methodology, this study chooses the second best model - the ARCH(1) model - to avoid the extensive 
computational techniques involved during estimating the model parameters. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
This study shows that the two US interest-rate-sensitive futures contracts, 3-
month Eurodollar futures (EDF) and 3-month Treasury bill futures (TBF) contracts, are 
effective in reducing the dollar variance of 91-day Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills, with 
the former having higher ex-ante and ex-post cross hedging performance in weekly and 
biweekly horizon. The better hedging performance of EDF is stemmed from the higher 
degree of correlation between change in EDF and the Bills, which in turn results from the 
fact that the degree of correlation between change in LIBOR (the underlying asset of 
EDF) and the Bills are higher than that ofthe Treasury bills (the underlying asset of TBF) 
in all horizon analysis. 
Under the linked exchange rate system, domestic interest rate should move closely 
with the US interest rate. As a result, hedging performance ofthe two futures contracts 
against the domestic Bills should be theoretically significant or corrq)arable to those under 
direct hedging. However, findings of this study show that the extent of hedging 
effectiveness is not as great as it is expected. The insignificance of hedging effectiveness 
may be due to the fact that short run domestic interest rate is also influenced by other non-
US factors - 1) economic performance and political uncertainty in the territory and the 
Mainland China, 2) the month-end and holiday effect and 3) Initial Public Offering (IPO) 
activities in the territory and 4) Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) effect. As time goes 
by, these effect weakens and changes in the domestic interest rate are more correlated to 
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the change in the US interest rate. This results in higher hedging effectiveness and hedge 
ratios over longer investment horizon, as evidenced by the findings of this study� 
Although the bivariate ARCH(1) model is statistically superior to the single static 
ECM and conventional model in describing the relationship between the Bills and the two 
futures contract, out-of-san^le forecasts on their ex-ante hedging effectiveness prove this 
model ranking to be invalid. One of the possible reason is that the weekly dynamic 
hedging decision are modelled by the ARCH instead of the IGARCH methodology. The 
poor ex-ante hedging performance of the dynamic hedging model in the out of-san^le-
forecasts imply that it may be appropriate to use static hedging models as an 
approximation to estimate optimal hedging ratios, at least, in the domestic Bills market. 
However, our findings fail to determine the dominance of the hedging decisions made 
under the ECM and conventional model 
To conclude, even though domestic interest rate should theoretically move closely 
with the US interest rate under the linked exchange rate system, the extent of ex-ante 
cross hedging effectiveness between domestic Bills and the two futures contracts is in fact 
insignificant. To promote the development of the domestic debt market, it is suggested 
that tke territory establish its own derivative instruments that are sensitive to the domestic 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2 : Exchange Fund Bills and Notes issue schedule 
Type Issue Size First Issue Frequency No. of Actual Amount Out-
(HK$mn) Date Issues in a standing as at 
Full cycle 30.10.96 (HK$mn) 
91-day Bills 1,500 14 Mar. 90 weekly 13 23,400 
182-day Bills 800 31 Oct. 90 every 2 weeks 13 12，480 
364-day Bills 500 27 Feb. 91 every 4 weeks 13 8,450 
2-year Notes 500 18 May 93 quarterly 8 4,800 
3-year Notes 500 26 Oct. 93 quarterly 12 5,400 
5-year Notes 500 27 Sep. 94 quarterly 20 3,000 
7-year Notes 500 27 Nov. 95 quarterly 28 1，000 
10-year Notes 500 25 Oct. 96 quarterly 40 400 : 
Sources : Quarterly Bulletin, Hong Kong Monetary Authority, 2/96 
Table 3 : Comparison of Eurodollar and US Treasury bill futures contract 
IMM 3-month Eurodollars Futures IMM 3-month Treasury Bill Futures 
Trading months March, June, September and March, June, September and 
December December 
Deliverable grade Actually delivery not allowed; US T-bills with maturity 90, 91 or 
contracts are cash-settled 92 days from the delivery date 
Price quotation IMM Index (100 minus annualized IMM Index (100 minus annualized 
interest rate) with minimum discount rate) with minimum 
increment of 0.01 or one basis point increment of 0.01 or one basis point 
or USS 25 or US$ 25 
Last trading day Second London business day before Second business day after the 13-
third Wednesday of contract month week Treasury bill auction in the 
delivery month 
Settlement place IMM (Chicago) or IMM (Chicago) 
SEVIEX (Singapore) 
Source : Handbook of Fixed Income, Fabozzi & Fabozzi，Fourth Edition, Prentice Hall 
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Table 4 : Data Description 
Weekly Analysis 
Model Estimation Out-of-sample forecast 
Period Obs. Period Qbs, 
HKEFB 7/11/91 - 8/2/96 223 14/2/96 - 20/3/97 58 
EDF 6/11/91 - 7/2/96 223 13/2/96 - 19/3/97 58 
TBF 6/11/91 - 7/2/96 223 13/2/96 - 19/3/97 58 
Biweekly Analysis 
Model Estimation Out-of-sample forecast 
Period Obs. Period Qbs, 
HKEFB 7/11/91 - 8/2/96 112 22/2/96 - 20/3/97 29 
EDF 6/11/91 - 7/2/96 112 21/2/96 - 19/3/97 29 
TBF 6/11/91 - 7/2/96 112 21/2/96 - 19/3/97 29 
Monthly Analysis 
Model Estimation Out-of-sample forecast 
Period Obs. Period Qbs, 
HKEEB 7/11/91 - 22/2/96 57 21/3/96 - 20/3/97 17 
EDF 6/11/91 • 21/2/96 57 20/3/96 - 19/3/97 17 
TBF 6/11/91 - 21/2/96 57 20/3/96 - 19/3/97 17 
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Table 5 : Descriptive statistics 
Weekly data 
Instrumenf Meanb Skewness0 Kurtosisd B J ! 0(24)f Q2(24)g gt 
AHKEFB -0.41 -0.11 2.21* 6.25* 26.73* 52.41* 1 
AEDF -0.046 -1.73* 8.43* 385.20* 29.62* 49.41* 0.32 
ATBF -0.034 -1.80* 11.06* 724.04* 58.54* 58.95* 0.29 
Biweekly data 
Instrumenf Meanb Skewness0 Kurtosisd B^T 0(24)f Q2(24)g ^ 
AHKEFB -0.38 -0.07 2.06* 8.39* 27.00* 36.68* 1 
AEDF -0.04 -1.57* 5.32* 71.13* 24.33* 36.12* 0.38 
ATBF -0.03 -2.05* 8.17* 203.18* 43.07* 48.38* 0.34 
Monthly data 
Instrumenf Meanb Skewnessc Kurtosisd B J ! Q(24)f Q2(24)g gt 
AHKEFB -0.34 -0.29 2.06* 2.85 19.05* 17.63* 1 
AEDF -0.077 -0.58 1.83** 6.33** 20.81* 19.57* 0.42 
ATBF -0.075 -0.88** 1.86** 10.26* 24.49* 35.95* 0.36 
* indicates significant at 1% significant level 
** indicates significant at 5% significant level 
(a) The symbol A represent the difference of the variable. 
(b) It is the t statistic for the null hypothesis that mean difference is equal to zero. 
(c) It is the test statistic for the null hypothesis that skewness of the difference of the variable is equal to zero. 
(d) It is the test statistic for the null hypothesis that kurtosis of the difference of the variable is equal to ^ro. 
(e) B-J is the Bera-Jarque test for normality. The statistic is B-J = T [(skewness)2/6 + (kurtosis - 3) /24]. B-J is 
distributed %22 under the null of normality. 
(f) Q(24) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 24th order serial correlation in the raw difference data. 
(g) Q(24) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 24th order serial correlation in the squared of raw difference data. 
(h) p is the correlation coefficient between price difference of HKEFB with that of the corresponding futures 
contract. 
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Table 6 : Test of unit roots 
Weekly data 
ADF 
Level lagO lag4 lag 8 lag 12 hgA k g J hgl2 
HKEFB -0.94 -1.03 -1.21 -0.91 -1.00 -1.09 -1.10 
EDF -0.93 -1.06 -0.88 -1.05 -1.06 -1.07 -1.07 
TBF -0.94 -1.00 -0.78 -1.27 -1.04 -1.02 -1.04 
Difference lag 0 lag 4 lag8 lag 12 lag4 lagJ2 
HKEFB -14.19* -5.86* -4.21* -3.83* -14.25* -14.32* -14.31* 
EDF -14.01* -6.64* -5.35* -3.01** -14.18* -14.19* -14.17* 
TBF -13.23* -7.14* -4.92* -3.02** -13.30* -13.24* -13.25* 
Biweekly data ； 
A D T ^ 
Level lagO lag4 lag 8 lag 12 lagj： k g j lagJ2 
HKEFB -1.03 -1.26 -1.21 -0.61 -1.12 -1.14 -1.07 
EDF -0.98 -0.89 -1.14 -1.29 -L08 -1.14 -1.19 
TBF -0.98 -0.78 -1.16 -1.47 -1.01 -1.10 -1.18 
Difference lag 0 lag 4 lag 8 lag 12 lagj： lag_12 
HKEFB -11.20* -4.68* -3.38** -3.05** -11.29* -11.28* -11.29* 
EDF -8.90* -5.02* -2.74*** -2.49 -8.93* -8.96* -9.00* 
TBF -9.55* -4.89* -2.38 -1.99 -9.60* -9.62* -9.67* 
Monthly data 
APFa 
Level lagO lag4 lag 8 lag 12 hsA kg_8 lag 12 
HKEFB -1.10 -0.99 -0.85 -1.31 -1.19 -1.08 -1.21 
EDF -1.03 -1.04 -1.57 -L78 -1.15 -1.26 -1.39 
TBF -1.01 -1.02 -1.54 -1.82 -1.10 -1.25 -1.38 
Difference lag 0 lag 4 lag 8 lag 12 lagj： lag_8 hgJl 
HKEFB -6.30* -3.96* -2.50 -1.28 -6.35* -6.38* -6.34* 
EDF -6.74* -2.49 -1.69 -1.55 -6.85* -6.88* -6.94* 
TBF -7.59* -2.00 -1.42 -1.62 -7.73* -7.74* -7.81* 
* indicates significant at 1% significance level 
** indicates significant at 5% significance level 
** indicates significant at 10% significant level 
(a) ADF is the augmented Dickey-Fuller t statistic on the variable regressed on an intercept and its lagged values. 
The null hypothesis is that a unit root exists. 
(b) PP is the Phillips Perron adjusted t statistic on the variable regressed on an intercept and its lagged values. The 
null hypothesis is that a unit root exists. 
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Table 7 : Test of co-integration relationship between HKEFB and the two futures 
contracts 
‘ Weekly data 
a^T ^ 
Repressor lag 0 lag 4 lag 8 lag 12 hgA k g l h s J l 
EDF -3.51* -3.58* -2.42 -1.85 -3.74* -3.63* -3.44* 
TBF -3.41* -3.67* -2.33 -2.38 -3.68* -3.57* -3.40* 
Biweekly data 
APR ^ 
Repressor lag 0 lag 4 lag 8 lag 12 lag_4 lag_12 
EDF -3.58* -1.97 -2.27 -1.78 -3.58* -3.70* -3.70* 
TBF -3.69* -2.19 -2.56 -1.97 -3.71* -3.84* -3.79* 
Monthly data 
APFa 
Regressor lag 0 lag 4 lag 8 lag 12 lagj： k^B k g J 2 
EDF -3.96* -2.37 -1.43 -1.66 -4.11* -4.08* -4.04* 
XBF -4,23* -2.61*** -1.42 -1.69 -4.38* -4.28* -4.24* 
* indicates significant at 1% significance level 
** indicates significant at 5% significance level 
*** indicates significant at 10% significance level 
(a) ADF is the augmented Dickey-Fuller t statistic on the residuals linearly regressed on an intercept and its lagged 
residuals. Residuals are obtained by linear regressing HKEFB with the corresponding futures contract. The null 
hypothesis is that a unit root exists. 
(b) pp is the Phillips Perron t statistic on the residuals linearly regressed on an intercept and its lagged residuals. 
Residuals are obtained by linear regressing HKEFB with the corresponding futures contract. The null hypothesis 
is tiiat a unit root exists. 
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Table 8 : Maximum likelihood estimates from weekly conventional model and ECM 
EDF J E M 
Coefficient CM ECM CM ECM 
a o -5.5827 -5.3557 -5.6146 -5.3870 
(-0.42) (-0.42) (-0.42) (-0.42) 
a i -0.1072 -0.0956 
(-4.18)* (-3.74)* 
b*a 0.326 0.3213 0.3853 0.39 
(4.47)* (4.57)* (4.50)* (5.20)* 
B o 38142.51 4780.82 
(3.27)* (0.38) 
Q. 0.0593 0.0635 
(39.17)* (39.08)* 
Adjusted R2 0.0792 0.1433 0.0979 0.1483 
DWb 1.97 1.91 L95 1.88 
Q(16)c 18.63 17.27 18.94 17.73 
Q2(16)d 33.36* 23.52*** 47.61* 38.02* 
A R C H ( 1 0 ) E 2 2 . 0 5 * * 22.05** 3 0 . 8 7 * 25.52* 
LLFf -3073.74 -3064.93 -3058.60 -3051.66 
LRg 17.62* 13.88* 
* indicates significant at 1% significance level. Bracket stands for t-statistic. 
> *** indicates significant at 5% significance level. 
*** indicates significant at 10% significance level 
(a) The optimal hedge ratios has been adjusted for the difference between denomination of the Exchange Fund Bills 
(HK$ 0.5 million) and interest rate futures contracts (US$ 1 million) because the former only accounts for six 
percent of the total face value of the latter. The adjusted hedge ratios are equal to the original hedge ratios 
divided by 6.14 percent is equal to the 0.5/7.8 v^ere the official exchange rate of HK dollar against US 
doUaris HK$ 7.8/US$. 
(b) DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic for the residual from the two models. The null hypothesis is that there is 
neither positive or negative first order serial correlation for the residuals from the models. We cannot reject the 
null hypothesis ifdu< DW < 4-du. 
(c) Q(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation for the residuals from the estimated models. 
The null hypothesis is that up to 16th serial correlation for the residuals from the model is equal to zero. Under 
the null hypothesis, Q(16) follows a %\6 distribution. 
(d) Q2(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation for the square of the residuals from the 
estimated models. The null hypothesis is that up to 16th serial correlation for the squared residuals from the 
model is equal to zero. Under the null hypothesis, Q2(16) follows a %\6 distribution. 
(e) ARCH(10) is Engle's (1982) LM test for 10th order ARCH effect. Under the null hypothesis of no ARCH effect 
up to 10th order, the test statistic TR2 converges to a %2io distribution. 
(f) LLF stands for log likelihood function value. 
(g) LR is the likelihood ratio test statistic, \^iich is equal to : LR = 2[unrestricted LLF - restricted LLF]. If the 
sample size is large, LR follows distribution with degree of freedom equal to the number of restrictions 
imposed by the null hypothesis. This is to compare the significance of the model specification between ECM and 
conventional model. The null hypothesis is that ai = 0. Under the null hypothesis, LR follows a distribution. 
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Table 9 : Maximum likelihood estimates from biweekly conventional model and ECM 
EDF TBF 
Coefficient CM ECM CM ECM 
^ -11.0335 -10.0981 -11.2023 -10.2011 
(-0.40) (-0.39) (-0.69) (-0.38) 
a i -0.2207 -0.2105 
(-4.27)* (-3.97)* 
b*a 0.4446 0.4212 0.4196 0.4321 
(4.35)* (4.44)* (3.75)* (4.11)* 
(30 39923.00 4274.01 
(2.42)*** (0.35) 
B 0.0590 0.0636 
( 2 7 . 6 1 ) * ( 2 6 . 1 7 ) * 
Adjusted R2 0.1400 0.2573 0.1064 0.21 
DWb 2.14 2.00 2.14 2.00 
Q(16)c 17.32 16.49 17.43 18.65 
Q2(16)d 18.96 19.63 24.41*** 21.93 
A R C H ( 1 0 ) E 1 6 . 0 4 * * * 14 .67 19.88** 15 .32 
LLFf -685.40 -676.75 -687.53 -679.96 
LRg 17.30* 15.14* 
* indicates significant at 1% significance level. Bracket stands for t-statistic. 
*** indicates significant at 5% level 
*** indicates significant at 10% level 
(a) The optimal hedge ratios has been adjusted for the difference between denomination of the Exchange Fund Bills 
(HK$ 0.5 million) and interest rate futures contracts (US$ 1 million) because the former only accounts for six 
percent of the total face value of the latter. The adjusted hedge ratios are equal to the original hedge ratios 
divided by 6.14 percent vMch is equal to the 0.5/7.8 \vhere the official exchange rate of HK dollar against US 
dollar is HK$ 7.8/US$. 
(b) DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic for the residual from the two models. The null hypothesis is that there is 
neither positive or negative first order serial correlation for the residuals from the models. We cannot reject the 
null hypothesis if du< DW < 4-du. 
(c) Q(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation for the residuals from the estimated models. 
The null hypothesis is that vtp to 16th serial correlation for the residuals from the model is equal to zero. Under 
the null hypothesis, Q(16) follows a %\6 distribution. 
(d) Q2(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation for the square of the residuals from the 
estimated models. The null hypothesis is that \xp to 16th serial correlation for the squared residuals from the 
model is equal to zero. Under the null hypothesis, Q2(16) follows a x2w distribution. 
(e) ARCH(10) is Engle's (1982) LM test for 10th order ARCH effect. Under the null hypothesis of no ARCH effect 
up to 10th order, the test statistic TR2 converges to a %2io distribution. 
(f) LLF stands for log likelihood fimction value. 
(g) LR is the likelihood ratio test statistic, is equal to : LR = 2[unrestricted LLF - restricted LLF]. If the 
sample size is large, LR follows %2 distribution with degree of freedom equal to the number of restrictions 
imposed by the null hypothesis. This is to compare the significance of the model specification between ECM and 
conventional model. The null hypothesis is that ai = 0. 
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Table 10 : Maximum likelihood estimates from monthly conventional model and ECM 
EPF TBF 
Coefficient CM ECM CM ECM 
a o 2.2819 -6.8137 1.6140 -6.1260 
(0.04) (-0.15) (0.03) (-0.13) 
a i -0 .3169 -0 .3170 
( -3 .17)* (-3-06)* 
b*a 0.5413 0.5304 0.6365 0.6146 
(4.09)* (4.39)* (4.20)* (4.39)* 
bx 0.0306 0.0212 0.0365 0.0265 
(3.67)* (2.57)*** (4.03)* (2.95)* 
b3 -0.0206 -0.0188 -0.0252 -0.0213 
(-2.53)*** (-2.51)*** (-2.67)*** (-2.42)*** 
Rn 32895.88 -4574.55 
P (1 .40) ( -0 .18) 
B 0.0599 0.0647 
(19.65)* (19.95)* 
Adjusted R2 0.4068 0.4994 0.3892 0.4784 
DWb 2.08 1.86 2.08 1.85 
Q(16) C 11 .48 9 . 3 7 8 . 5 1 6 . 1 4 
Q2(16)d 8.63 10.06 11.70 8.12 
A R C H ( 1 0 ) E 5 .79 10.25 9 . 5 2 6 . 5 6 
LLFf -337.69 -332.64 -338.46 -333.73 
LRg 10.10* 9.46* 
* indicates significant at 1% significance level. Bracket stands for t-statistic. 
*** indicates significant at 10% level 
(a) The optimal hedge ratios has been adjusted for the difference between denomination of the Exchange Fund Bills 
(HK$ 0.5 milUon) and interest rate futures contracts (US$ 1 million) because the former only accounts for six 
percent of the total face value of the latter. The adjusted hedge ratios are equal to the original hedge ratios 
divided by 6.14 percent v^ch is equal to the 0.5/7.8 \^iere the official exchange rate of HK dollar against US 
dollar is HK$ 7.8/US$. . . ^ u 
(a) DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic for the residual from the two models. The null hypothesis is that there is 
neither positive or negative first order serial correlation for the residuals from the models. We cannot reject the 
null hypothesis if du< DW < 4-dn. 
(b) Q(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation for the residuals from the estimated models. 
The null hypothesis is that up to 16th serial correlation for the residuals from the model is equal to zero. Under 
the null hypothesis, Q(16) follows a x2i6 distribution. 
(c) Q2(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation for the square of the residuals from the 
estimated models. The null hypothesis is that up to 16th serial correlation for the squared residuals from the 
model is equal to zero. Under the null hypothesis, Q2(16) follows a %\6 distribution. 
(d) ARCH(10) is Engle's (1982) LM test for 10th order ARCH effect. Under the null hypothesis of no ARCH effect 
up to 10th order, the test statistic TR2 converges to a x2io distribution. 
(e) LLF stands for log likelihood function value. 
(f) LR is the likelihood ratio test statistic, ^iiich is equal to : LR = 2[mirestricted LLF • restricted LLF]. If the 
sample size is large, LR follows %2 distribution with degree of freedom equal to the number of restrictions 
imposed by the null hypothesis. This is to compare the significance of the model specification between ECM and 
conventional model. The null hypothesis is that ai = 0. Under the null hypothesis, LR follows a x2i distribution. 
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Table 11: Maximum likelihood estimates from weekly bivariate ARCH(1) model 
EPF TBF 
coeff： t-statistic p-value coeff. t-statistic p-value 
A O S 1 . 0 4 7 5 ^ 1 0 5 0 . 3 8 3 0 0 . 7 0 1 7 1 .478x l0" 5 0 . 5 5 3 3 0 . 5 8 0 1 
a o F -2.5279xl0"6 -0.0789 0.9371 L2992xl0"5 0.6501 0.5156 
a l s -0.0948 -3.9555 0.0001 -0.0894 -3.9866 0.0001 
a i F -0.0118 -0.4134 0.6794 -1.512xl0"4 -0.0070 0.9944 
Y a s 1 . 1 1 1 2 X l ( r 7 1 0 . 1 7 7 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 .089xl0" 7 1 0 . 9 8 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 
yAF L3438X10-7 13.631 0.0000 8.0992xl0"8 14.311 0.0000 
aAS 0.3615 3.6354 0.0003 0.3972 4.3702 0.0000 
aAF 4.0855X10-3 -0.0611 0.9513 0.4530 6.9982 0.0000 
p 0.2955 4.1113 0.0000 0.3705 6 . 1 6 7 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 
This table presents the maximum likelihood estimates of the model 
ASt = a0s + ais(St-i - po - piFt-i) + est 




[hASAs,t 厶腹，,]\hss,t 0 1 1 pl \h^s,t 0 I 
\hsS^F,t /ZAFAF"J L 0 — " J L" i j L 0 
h2As，t = YAS + AAS£2AS,T-I 
h2AF,t = yAF+ aAFS2AF,t-l 
(a) Q(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation in the residuals from the second moment 
equations. The null hypothesis is that vtp to 16th serial correlation of the residuals from the model is equal to 
zero. Under the null hypothesis, Q(16) follows a %\6 distribution. 
(B) Q2(16) is the Ljung-Box test for up to 16th order serial correlation in the square of Hie residuals from the second 
moment equations. The null hypothesis is that up to 16th serial correlation of the squared residuals from the 
model is equal to zero. Under the null hypothesis, Q(16) follows a %216 distribution. 
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ARCH(1) -3057.48 -3030.28 
ECM -3064.93 14.90*a -3051.66 42.76: 
CM -3073.74 32.52*b -3058.60 56.64* 
* indicates significant at 1% level 
(i) LLF is the log likelihood function value for the model estimated. 
(ii) LR is the likelihood ratio test statistic, v^iich is equal to : LR = 2[unrestricted LLF - restricted LLF]. If the 
sample size is large, LR follows X2 distribution with degree of freedom equal to the number of restrictions 
imposed by the null hypothesis. 
(a) This is to compare the significance of the model specification between bivariate ARCH(1) model and ECM. The 
null hypothesis is that aAS = aAF = 0. Under the null hypothesis, LR follows a %22 distribution. 
(b) This is to compare the significance of the model specification between bivariate ARCH(1) model and 
conventional model. Hie null hypothesis is that OCLS = OCIF =aAS = aAF = 0. Under the null hypothesis, LR follows 
a X24 distribution. 




Dollar variance Change (%V Dollar variance Change (%) 
Unhedged 11680.48 U680.48 
CM 10103.67 -13.50 10623.39 -9.06 
ECM 10102.94 -13.51 10628.40 -9.01 
ARCH 10410.40 -10.87 10984.14 -5.96 
Biweekly Analysis 
EDF I M 
Dollar variance Change (%) Dollar variance Change (%) 
Unhedged 20268.20 20268.20 
CM 15611.45 -22.98 18366.53 -9.38 
ECM 15536.23 -23.35 18417.51 -9.13 
Monthly Analysis 
EPF JBF 
Dollar variance Change (%) Dollar variance Change (%) 
Unhedged 76628.61 76628.61 
CM 58579.29 -23.55 59075.23 -22.91 
ECM 58571.78 -23.56 59084.83 -22.90 
Hedging effectiveness is measured as the percentage reduction in portfolio's dollar variance. 
(i) This represents the reduction in the dollar variance of the portfolio with hedge ratios estimated by the 
corresponding model against that of the unhedged portfolio. 
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Table 14 : Ex-ante hedging effectiveness of out-of-sample forecasts with transaction cost 
Weekly Analysis 
EPF TBF 
Utility Rebalancings Utility Rebalancings 
Unhedged -46724 -46724 
CM -40943 0 -42483 0 
ECM -40941 0 -42496 0 
ARCH -42205 19 -43979 58 
Biweekly Analysis 
EPF TBF 
Utility Rebalancings Utility Rebalancings 
Unhedged -81077 -81077 
CM -62225 0 -73704 0 
ECM -62047 0 -73852 0 
Monthly Analysis 
EPF EPF 
Utility Rebalancings Utility Rebalancings 
Unhedged -306491 -306491 
CM -226881 0 -228886 0 
ECM -226966 0 -229100 0 
IMs table presents an out-of-sample comparison of the total expected utility derived discretionary portfolio 
rebalancing is undertaken. No rebalancing is performed in static model \Oiile rebalancing for the dynamic model is 
performed under the condition described by equation (31). Assuming the risk aversion oftiie investors be 4 and the 
transaction cost for the two futures contracts to be US$ 6 per contract. There are total 58 observation m the weekly 
out-of-sample forecast and 29 observation in biweekly analysis. 
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Table 15: Correlation matrix between changes in Exchange Fund Bills Rate, LIBOR and 
Treasury bills rate 
Weekly data 
AHKEFBR ALIBOR ATBR 
AHKEFBR 1 0.3870 0.3167 
ALIBOR 0.3870 1 0 5 2 8 9 
ATBR 0.3167 0.5289 I 
Biweekly data 
AHKEFBR ALIBOR ATBR 
AHKEFBR 1 0.4553 0.4317 
ALIBOR 0.4553 1 0 6 4 2 2 
ATBR 0.4317 0.6422 L 
Monthly data 
AHKEFBR ALIBOR ATBR 
AHKEFBR 1 0.5601 0.5541 
ALIBOR 0.5601 1 ° - 7 7 4 8 
ATBR 0.5541 0.7748 I 
AHKEFBR stands for changes in 91-day Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills rate 
ALIBOR stands for changes in 3 month London Inter-Bank Offer rate 
ATBR stands for changes in 3 month Treasury bills rate 
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, ‘ " . 
Table 16: Correlation matrix between Exchange Fund Bills Rate, LIBOR and Treasury 
bills rate 
Weekly data 
HKEFBR LIBOR H E 
HKEFBR 1 0.9555 0 9 5 6 3 
LIBOR 0.9555 1 0 9 9 4 6 
XBR 0.9563 0.9946 \ 
Biweekly data 
HKEFBR LIBOR H E 
HKEFBR 1 0.9565 0.9547 
LIBOR 0.9565 1 0.9949 
XBR 0.9547 0.9949 \ 
— Monthly data 
HKEFBR LIBOR 3BE 
HKEFBR 1 0.9540 0.9516 
LIBOR 0.9540 1 0 9 9 5 3 
XBR 0.9516 0.9953 1 
HKEFBR stands for 91-day Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills rate 
LIBOR stands for 3 month London Inter-Bank Offer rate 
TBR stands for 3 month Treasury bills rate 
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APPENDIX 
I) DERIVATION OF OPTIMAL HEDGE RATIO UNDER STATIC HEDGING 
STRATEGIES 
If the hedger has a fixed one unit long position in the spot market (St) and a 
position of b unit in the futures market. The dollar return to this portfolio, Rt, is 
Rt = ASt + bAFt 
If the hedger faces the mean-variance expected utility function, EU(Rt), the expected 
utility of the portfolio will be 
EU(Rt) = E(Rt) - yVAR(Rt) 
where y is the degree of risk aversion. 
The hedger chooses b to maxknize his expected utility, 
max EU(Rt) = max[E(ASt + bAFt) - yVAR(ASt + bAFt)]， 
max EU(Rt) = max{E(ASt) + bE(AFt) _ y[aAS2 + b W 2 + 2bcjASAF]} 
where Gas2 is the variance of spot price change, 
GAP2 is the variance offiiture price change 
a A S A F is the covariance between spot and futures price change. 
Differentiating the objective function with respect to b and setting it equal to zero，the first 
order condition will be 
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E(AFt) - 2ybGAF2 - 2yaASAF = 0 , (1) 
The optimal hedge ratio b will be 
b * = [E(AFt) - 2yaASAF] 2yaAF2 � 
In order to determine whether equation (i) gives utility maximizing or minimizing solution, 
equation (i) is differentiated with respect to b to derive the second order condition, 
aEU2(Rt)/a(Rt)2 = -2yaAF2 < 0 (迅） 
Because the second order condition is less than zero, equation (ii) gives utility maximizing 
optimal hedge ratio. 
II) DERIVATION OF OPTIMAL HEDGE RATIOS UNDER DYNAMIC HEDGING 
STRATEGIES 
Derivation of optimal hedge ratios under dynamic hedging strategies is similar to 
that under static hedging strategies. If the hedger has a fixed one unit long position in the 
spot market (St) and a position of b unit in the futures market. The dollar return to this 
portfolio, Rt+i, at time t + 1 is 
Rt+i = ASt+i + bAFt+i 
If tke hedger faces the mean-variance expected utility function, EUt(Rt), the hedger 
chooses b to maximize his e jec ted utility, 
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max Eut(Rt+i) = max[Et(ASt+i + bAFt+1) - yVARt(ASt+i + bAFt+1)]， 
max EU(Rt) = max{Et(ASt+i) + bEt(AFt+i) _ y[VARt(ASt+i) + b2VARt(AFt+i) + 
2bC0Vt(ASt+i, AFt+i)]} 
Differentiating the objective function with respect to b and setting it equal to zero, the first 
order condition will be 
Et(AFt+i) - 2ybtVARt(AFt+i) - 2yCOVt(ASt+i? AFt+i) 二 0, (iv) 
The optimal hedge ratio bt* at time t will be 
bt* - [Et(AFt) “ 2yCOVt(ASt+i, AFt+i)] / 2yVARt(AFt+i). (v) 
In order to determine whether equation (iv) gives utility maximizing or minimizing 
solution, equation (iv) is differentiated with respect to b to derive the second order 
condition, 
aEU2(Rt)/a(Rt)2 二 _2yVARt(AF) < 0 (vi) 
Because the second order condition is less than zero, equation (v) gives the utility 
maximizing optimal hedge ratio at time t+1. 
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Ill) Causality test on the lead lag relationship between EFB and 
the two futures contracts 
Engle and Granger (1987) suggested modified causality tests for non-stationary 
variables that are cointegrated. The ECM incorporates the information provided by 
cointegrating relationships into causality analysis. For a ECM, 
p q 
ASt = oco + aiet.i + b*AFt + J ] eJA S t ' J + Z ^ i A F t + S t (^) 
where et = St - (a + bFt) and is the residuals obtained by linearly regressing St against Ft. 
Causality tests in this situation involve not only testing the joint significance of coefficients 
of the causal variable, but also testing the significance of ai. A Miller and Russek (1990) 
pointed out that if St and Ft are cointegrated, a causal linkage in the Granger sense must 
exist in at least one direction between them. The coefficient oci captures this causal 
relationship even when the coefficients of lagged changes of the causal variables are jointly 
insignificant, which imply no causality according to the standard Granger causality test. 
Except monthly analysis, the coefficients of the error correction term (ai) are not 
statistically significant. But the enq)irical results for ECM of AEDF and ATBF on AEFB 
respectively are statistically significant (Table 8 to 10). This seems to suggest that there is 
a unidirectional causal effect from AEDF and ATBF to AEFB respectively. The 
assun^tion of the US interest rate leads the domestic interest rate is appropriate. 
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Table 17: Test of temporal causality between two futures contracts and EFB using ECM 
Weekly analysis 
Dependent Independent t-value of error Causality test implication 
variable variable correction term 
AEDF AEFB 0.97 AEFB does not Granger cause AEDF 
ATBF AEFB 1.14 AEFB does not Granger cause ATBF 
Biweekly analysis 
AEDF AEFB 1.08 AEFB does not Granger cause AEDF 
ATBF AEFB 1.30 AEFB does not Granger cause ATBF 
Monthly analysis 
AEDF AEFB 2.04** AEFB does Granger cause AEDF 
ATBF AFJFB 1.76*** AEFB does Granger cause AEDF 
** indicates significant at 5% significance level 
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